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Resumo
Estudamos propriedades estruturais de módulos de Weyl truncados. Dados uma álgebra
de Lie simples g e um peso integral dominante λ, o módulo de Weyl local graduado
W pλq é o objeto universal na categoria dos módulos de dimensão finita graduados de
peso máximo para a ágebra de correntes grts  gb Crts. Para cada inteiro positivo N , o
quociente WNpλq de W pλq pelo submódulo gerado pela ação do ideal gb tNCrts sobre o
vetor de peso máximo é chamado um módulo de Weyl truncado. Ele satisfaz a mesma
propriedade universal de W pλq quando visto como um módulo para a correspondente
álgebra de correntes truncada grtsN  gb
Crts
tNCrts
. Chari-Fourier-Sagaki conjecturaram que
se N ¤ |λ|,WNpλq deve ser isomorfo a um produto de fusão de certos módulos irredutíveis.
Nosso principal resultado prova essa conjectura quando λ é um múltiplo de um peso
minúsculo e g é de tipo ADE. Também damos um passo adiante para provar a conjectura
para múltiplos de um peso fundamental "pequeno" que não é minúsculo provando que
o módulo de Weyl truncado correspondente é isomorfo ao quociente de um produto de
fusão de módulos de Kirillov-Reshetikhin por uma simples relação. Uma parte importante
da demonstração de nosso resultado principal é dedicada a provar que qualquer módulo
de Weyl truncado é isomorfo a um módulo de Chari-Venkatesh com a correspondente
família de partições explicitamente descrita. Este fato é o segundo resultado principal
deste trabalho e nos leva a novos resultados no caso g  sl2 relacionados a bandeiras de
Demazure e cadeias de inclusões de Módulos de Weyl truncados.
Palavras-chave: Módulo de Weyl, produto de fusão, álgebra de correntes, teoria de
representação, álgebra de Kac-Moody.
Abstract
We study structural properties of truncated Weyl modules. Given a simple Lie algebra g
and a dominant integral weight λ, the graded local Weyl module W pλq is the universal
finite-dimensional graded highest-weight module for the current algebra grts  gb Crts.
For each positive integer N , the quotient WNpλq of W pλq by the submodule generated
by the action of the ideal g b tNCrts on the highest-weight vector is called a truncated
Weyl module. It satisfies the same universal property as W pλq when regarded as a module
for the corresponding truncated current algebra grtsN  gb
Crts
tNCrts
. Chari-Fourier-Sagaki
conjectured that if N ¤ |λ|, WNpλq should be isomorphic to the fusion product of certain
irreducible modules. Our main result proves this conjecture when λ is a multiple of a
minuscule weight and g is simply laced. We also take a further step towards proving
the conjecture for multiples of a “small” fundamental weight which is not minuscule by
proving that the corresponding truncated Weyl module is isomorphic to the quotient of a
fusion product of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules by a very simple relation. One important
part of the proof of the main result, and the second main result of this work, shows that
any truncated Weyl module is isomorphic to a Chari-Venkatesh module and explicitly
describes the corresponding family of partitions. This leads to further results in the case
that g  sl2 related to Demazure flags and chains of inclusions of truncated Weyl modules.
Keywords: Weyl module, fusion product, current algebra, representation theory, Kac-
Moody algebra.
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Introduction
In [14], Chari and Pressley introduced a family of finite dimensional repre-
sentations called Weyl modules for the affine Kac Moody algebras and their quantized
versions. The definition, given via generators and relations, was inspired by the modular
representation theory of algebraic groups. Later, others authors gave similar definitions
for Weyl modules for others classes of algebras. For example, while Chari and Pressley
considered algebras of the form gbCrt, t1s, with g a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra,
Feigin and Loktev, in [19], considered the more general class of algebras of the form gbA,
where A is a coordinate ring of an algebraic variety, which was then further generalized in
[9] to A being a commutative associative algebra with unit. The Lie bracket on gb A is
given by rxb a, y b bs  rx, ys b pabq for x, y P g, a, b P A. For the most general contexts
on which Weyl modules are being studied nowadays, see [5, 25, 37] and references therein.
The context of current algebras, i.e., when A is the polynomial ring Crts is
certainly the most studied for several reasons. On one hand, some structural questions about
the structure of quantum Weyl modules and their irreducible quotients can be reduced
to similar questions about certain remarkable quotients of the graded Weyl modules for
grts  gb Crts, called Chari-Venkatesh modules [16] (which include the classes of graded
Kirillov-Reshetikhin and g-stable Demazure modules), and their fusion products in the
sense of [18]. On the other hand, the study of the category of graded finite-dimensional
representations of the current algebra is motivated by applications in mathematical physics,
algebraic geometry and geometric Lie theory, as well as combinatorics.
The definition of Weyl modules for current algebras can be explained as
follows. Given a triangular decomposition of g, say g  n ` h` n  where h is a Cartan
subalgebra and n are choices of positive and negative nilpotent parts, consider the induced
decomposition on grts: the sum of the current algebra over each summand (this can be
done for general A). Any linear functional λ on h can be extended to one on hrts ` n rts
by setting it to be zero on hb tCrts ` n rts. Then, one can consider the one-dimensional
module for hrts ` n rts determined by λ and the induced module Mpλq for grts, which is
the Verma type module associated to the above triangular decomposition and λ. The way
λ was extended allows us to equipMpλq with a Z-grading by inducing it from that of nrts.
If λ is a dominant integral weight, the irreducible quotient of Mpλq is finite-dimensional:
it is the corresponding finite-dimensional simple g-module V pλq with trivial action of
gb tCrts. It turns out that Mpλq has other finite-dimensional graded quotients and the
graded local Weyl module W pλq is the largest of them, i.e., any other finite-dimensional
graded quotient of Mpλq is also a quotient of W pλq. In other words, W pλq is the universal
highest-weight module of highest weight λ in the category of finite-dimensional graded
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grts-modules. The definition for more general A is similar, but the discussion about the
extension of λ to a functional on hb A has to be done more carefully. Even for A  Crts,
different extensions will lead to non graded local Weyl modules.
In this work we focus on the study of graded Weyl modules for the truncated
current algebras grtsN  g b
Crts
tNCrts
with N a positive integer. The description of the
definition explained in the previous paragraph applies in this context as well and we denote
the associated truncated Weyl module byWNpλq. Moreover, since grtsN is a graded quotient
of grts, every grtsN -module can be regarded as a module for grts. In particular, WNpλq is
a quotient of W pλq. The motivation for studying the truncated Weyl modules comes from
a conjecture stated in [10] related to Schur positivity which, as seen in [21, 32, 38], can be
formulated in terms of conjectural answers for the following question: are the truncated
Weyl modules isomorphic to fusion products of irreducible modules and non-truncated
Weyl modules? The answer for such question, in particular, produces a way of computing
the characters of truncated Weyl modules which is still not known in general.
The notion of fusion products was introduced in [18] as certain operations
between cyclic objects in the category of graded finite-dimensional grts-modules related to
tensor products. Given a collection of such objects V1, . . . , Vl, a fusion product of these
objects is constructed as follows. Choose distinct complex numbers a1, . . . , al and twist
the action of grts on Vj by the automorphism of grts induced by the automorphism of Crts
given by t ÞÑ t  aj. This produces a family of non-graded modules V ajj . It is known that,
if vj is a choice of cyclic vector for Vj, then V a11 b    b V
al
l is cyclic on v  v1 b    b vl
which can then be used to define a filtration on this tensor product. The associated graded
module is called a fusion product of V1, . . . , Vl and, conjecturally, for the relevant cases,
the construction should not depend on the choices of a1, . . . , al. For this reason, the fusion
product is simply denoted by V1     Vl. Fusion products provide a powerful tool to study
several graded finite-dimensional grts-modules. In particular, it was proved in [22] and [35],
for simply laced g and non-simply laced case, respectively, the following decomposition of
the graded local Weyl module as a fusion product:
W pλq  W pλ1q     W pλkq, if λ  λ1        λk.
For some structural questions, such as character, this reduces the study to the case of
fundamental weights. The question left in the previous paragraph is nothing but the quest
for truncated versions of this decomposition.
To explain the conjectural answer, consider the set P pλ,Nq of the elements
λ  pλ1, . . . , λNq such that, λ, λi are dominant weights and λ 
N¸
i1
λi. A partial order
on P pλ,Nq was defined in [10] and an algorithm for computing its maximal elements
was described in [20]. It turns out that all maximal elements are in the same orbit of
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the obvious action of the symmetric group and, hence, there exists essentially only one
maximal element. The following conjecture was then stated in [32]:
Conjecture: Suppose λ  pλ1, . . . , λNq is a maximal element of P pλ,Nq. If N ¤ |λ|,
WNpλq  V pλ1q      V pλNq.
The conjecture has been proved for certain particular values of λ or N . For
instance, it follows from the results of [21] for N  2, g  sln, and λ any multiple of a
fundamental weight. Other cases for general N , with restrictions on λ or g are proved in
[32, 38]. The main result of this work extends, in a relevant way, the list of cases on which
the conjecture is proved:
Theorem A: The above conjecture holds if g is simply laced and λ is a multiple of a
minuscule weight.
Note that, if g  sln, then the set of nonzero minuscule dominant weights is
exactly the set of fundamental weights. Hence, Theorem A expands for general N the
case that followed from [21]. In fact, the proof is completely different from that of [21] for
N  2. Actually our proof of the conjecture has more sophisticated approach than the
other cases. Typically, Demazure modules are used directly in the other cases proved while
our proof relies on the theory of Chari-Venkatesh (CV) modules, which, in particular,
include the class of g-stable Demazure modules. The CV modules, introduced in [16],
form a family of graded quotients of Weyl modules indexed by |R |-tuples of partitions
where R  is the set of positive roots of g. Given such a partition ξ  pξpαqq, we denote
the corresponding CV module by CV pξq. For instance, when ξpαq is the the partition
with λphαq parts all equal to 1 for every α P R , where hα is the associated co-root, then
CV pξq  W pλq. For the other extremal case, i.e., when ξpαq has exactly one part which
is λphαq, for every α P R , then CV pξq  V pλq is the irreducible quotient of W pλq. For
other possibilities of ξ with each ξpαq a partition of λphαq, CV pξq will be something in
between W pλq and V pλq. Although this produces many interesting quotients of W pλq, it
is not true that all quotients of W pλq are obtained in this way. The second main result of
this work, and crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem A, says that all truncated Weyl
modules are obtained in this way:
Theorem B: For every λ and N , WNpλq is isomorphic to CV pξq for some ξ.
In fact, we explicitly describe the partition ξ in Theorem B. Note that there
is no hypothesis on g in this theorem. Theorem B, together with results from [3, 15, 16],
gives us tools to obtain further results in the case that g  sl2 related to Demazure flags
and chains of inclusions of truncated Weyl modules. For instance, from the description
of ξ and results of [16], one can immediately identify the truncated Weyl modules which
are isomorphic to Demazure modules. Otherwise, the results of [3, 15] allows us to study
Demazure flags for truncated Weyl modules since every CV module (for g  sl2) admits a
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Demazure flag: a sequence of inclusions of submodules such that the successive quotients
are isomorphic to Demazure modules.
The proof of Theorem A also relies on a result from [36] about fusion products
of Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR) modules. The KR modules were originally considered in
the quantum setting motivated by mathematical physics [29]. In that setting, a KR
module is a minimal irreducible module for the quantum affine algebra, in the sense of
[7], having highest weight a multiple of a fundamental weight. The graded KR modules
are the so called graded limits of the original KR modules, in the sense of [33]. If i is
the node of the Dynkin diagram of g associated to this fundamental weight, the graded
KR module is isomorphic to CV pξq where ξpαq is exactly that for W pλq except when α
is the corresponding simple root αi, in which case, ξpαiq has just one part as in the case
of V pλq. The minimality property of the KR modules can be interpreted informally by
saying that the KR module is very close to being irreducible. Indeed, if g is simply laced
and the fundamental weight is minuscule, the KR module is indeed irreducible (a fact
used crucially in the proof of Theorem A). In [36], it was given a presentation of the fusion
product of KR-modules in terms of generators and relations. This is also used crucially in
the proof of Theorem A. Moreover, it allows us to take a further step towards proving
Theorem A with no hypothesis on g and letting λ be a multiple of any fundamental weight.
In this work, we consider only the case that the fundamental weight is “minimal” (in some
sense) among those which are not minuscule, and prove Proposition 1.6.6 which says that
the corresponding truncated Weyl module, under the hypothesis of the above conjecture, is
isomorphic to a quotient of a fusion product of KR modules by introducing a very simple
relation. We expect to be able to extend Proposition 1.6.6 to other fundamental weights
before submitting the results of this Thesis for publication [23].
The text is divided in three chapters. In the first chapter, we give a briefly review
on simple Lie algebras, current algebras and their representations. We also define fusion
products, CV modules, and KR modules and state our mains results more precisely. The
proofs of the main results are given in the second chapter, which also include further results
and properties of fusion products and CV modules which are needed in the arguments.
In the third chapter, we discuss the aforementioned results related to Demazure flags for
g  sl2, including a discussion about chains of inclusions of truncated Weyl modules.
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1 Background and the Main Results
In this chapter we review the basic definitions and background needed to state
the main results of this work. Let C, Z, Z¥0 and Z¡0 denote the sets of complex numbers,
integers, nonnegative and positive integers, respectively.
1.1 Simple Lie Algebras
We start fixing the basic notation and main results about simple Lie algebras
that will use in this thesis. For more details about this section see [42, Chapters 1-10], [27,
Chapters I-V].
Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C, fix a Cartan subalgebra
h  g as well as a Borel subalgebra b  h. Let R  h (respectively, R q be the set of
roots (respectively, the set of positive roots) corresponding to these choices and denote by¹
 tα1, . . . , αnu the corresponding set of simple roots. Let also ω1, . . . , ωn denote the
corresponding fundamental weights. For convenience, set I  t1, . . . , nu. If α 
¸
i
niαi P R
then htα 
¸
i
ni is the height of α. Let θ be the highest root of R and let ϑ be the
highest short root (we use the convention that, for simply laced g, all roots are short
and long at the same time). The root and weight lattices and their positive cones will be
denoted by Q,Q , P, P , respectively, namely, Q 
¸
i
Zαi, Q  
¸
i
Z¥0αi, P 
¸
i
Zωi,
P  
¸
i
Z¥0ωi.
The restriction of the Killing form of g to h induces an isomorphism between
h and h and a symmetric non-degenerate form p , q on h. We normalize this form
so that the square length of a long root is 2. Given α P R, let tα P h be the element that
maps to α under the aforementioned isomorphism and set hα 
2tα
pα, αq
. For α P R, let gα
be the corresponding root space of g and set n 
¸
αPR 
gα. We have
g  n ` h` n . (1.1.1)
Fix elements xα P gα, such that rx α , xα s  hα. Also, set xi  xαi . In particular, hi  hαi .
Recall that, for all α P R , the vector subspace slα spanned by xα , hα is isomorphic to sl2.
Given any Lie algebra a over C, we let Upaq be the universal enveloping algebra
of a.
Theorem 1.1.1. (Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt (PBW)) For any basis txj, j P Ju of a Lie
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algebra a with ordered index set J , the monomials
xj1    xjn , j1 ¤ . . . ¤ jn
with 1 form a basis for the enveloping algebra Upaq.
We give a brief review on the category Oint of integrable representations of g in
Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand’s category O. For more details see [6, 28] for example. Consider
the decomposition (1.1.1). We say that a g-module V is an object in the category O if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i) V 
à
µPh
Vµ, where Vµ  tv P V : hv  µphqv, for all h P hu;
(ii) dimVµ is finite for each µ P h;
(iii) there exists a finite set tµ1, . . . , µsu  h such that each µ with Vµ  0 satisfies
µ   µi for some i P t1, . . . , su.
The morphisms in category O are the homomorphisms of g-modules.
The space Vµ is said to be the weight space of V of weight µ, and the nonzero
vectors of Vµ are called weight vectors of weight µ. Let wtpV q  tµ P P : Vµ  0u be the
set of weights of V . Note that
gαVµ  Vµ α for all µ P h, α P R. (1.1.2)
A weight vector v is said to be a highest-weight vector if n v  0. A module which is
generated by a highest-weight vector is said to be a highest-weight module.
If V is a highest-weight module of highest weight λ, it follows from the PBW
Theorem together with (1.1.2) that V has a unique maximal proper submodule and, hence,
a unique irreducible quotient. In that case, V  Upnqv and, hence dim pVλq  1 and
Vµ  0 only if µ ¤ λ.
Definition 1.1.2. Given λ P h, the Verma module Mpλq is the g-module generated by a
nonzero vector v with defining relations
n v  0, hv  λphqv for all h P h.
In particular, Mpλq is a highest-weight module and all highest-weight modules
whose highest weight is λ are quotients ofMpλq. We denote by V pλq the unique irreducible
quotient of Mpλq. The PBW Theorem together with (1.1.2) implies that Mpλq is an object
in O for any λ.
A g-module V is said to be integrable if the elements x i , xi , i P I, act
locally nilpotently, i.e., if for any v P V and i P I, there exists m P Z¥0 such that
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px i q
mv  0  pxi qmv. In that case, xα also act locally nilpotently for all α P R . The
category Oint is the full subcategory of O consisting of integrable modules.
Theorem 1.1.3. Let λ P h and v be a highest-weight vector of Mpλq. The module
V pλq is integrable if and only if λ P P . In that case, it is the quotient of Mpλq by the
submodule generated by pxi qλphiq 1v for all i P I and dimV pλq   8.
Theorem 1.1.4. If V is a simple module in category Oint, it is isomorphic to V pλq for
some λ P P . Moreover, every object in Oint is a finite direct sum of simple submodules.
In particular, Oint is the category of finite-dimensional g-modules.
1.2 Current Algebras
In this section we review the basics about finite-dimensional representations
of truncated current algebras. For more details see [9, 34, 37]. For any Lie algebra a and
associative commutative algebra A, the vector space a b A can be equipped with a Lie
algebra structure by setting
rxb a, y b bs  rx, ys b ab for all x, y P a, a, b P A.
If A has an identity element, then the subspace ab1 is a Lie subalgebra of abA isomorphic
to a. Hence, we identify a with this subalgebra.
In the case that A  Crts is the polynomial ring in one variable, this algebra is
called the current algebra over a and will be denote by arts and if A  Crts
tNCrts
for some
N P Z¥0, the algebra ab A is called the truncated current Lie algebra of nilpotence index
N and will be denoted by artsN .
For simplicity, given the goals of this work, assume A is quotient of Crts, say,
A 
Crts
J for some ideal J . Given a maximal ideal M of A, let evM : A Ñ C be the
composition of the canonical projection AÑ A{M with the isomorphism
A{MÑ C
1 ÞÑ 1.
Since
J 
m¹
k1
Jk with Jk MNkk
for some m ¥ 0,Mk P specmpCrtsq, Nk ¡ 0, we have, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem,
A 
Crts
J 
mà
k1
Crts
MNkk
. (1.2.1)
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Moreover, Mk  pt akqCrts for some ak P C, specmpAq  tM1, . . . ,Mmu, and
evMkpfptqq  fpakq.
By abuse of notation, we identify specmpAq with ta1, . . . , amu and write eva instead of
evM if M  pt aqCrts.
Given a P specmpAq we also denote by eva the Lie algebras homomorphism defined by
ida b eva : ab AÑ a, i.e.,
evapxb fptqq  fpaqx.
To simplify notation, set artsJ  ab A. Thus, if V is an a-module, we can consider the
artsJ -module Va obtained by pulling-back the action of a to one of artsJ via eva. Modules
of this form are called evaluation modules. Notice that Va is simple if and only if V is
simple.
If a  g, given λ P P , we will denote by Vapλq the corresponding evaluation
module. Since V pλq is generated by a vector v satisfying
n v  0 and hv  λphqv for all h P h,
when v is regarded as an element of Vapλq, we have
pn  b Aqv  0 and phb trqv  arλphqv for all h P h, r P Z¥0.
Given k ¥ 0, λ1, . . . , λk P P zt0u, and a1, . . . , ak P specmpAq, it is well-known (see [34]
and reference therein) that
Va1pλ1q b    b Vakpλkq is irreducible ô ai  aj for i  j.
Moreover, every irreducible finite-dimensional grtsJ -module is isomorphic to a unique
tensor product of this form.
Let ΞJ be the set of functions from specmpAq to P  with finite support, where
the support of pi P ΞJ is
suppppiq  ta P specmpAq : pipMq  0u.
We let Ξ  Ξ0 which is identified with the set of functions with finite support from C
to P . Since specmpAq can be naturally identified with a subset of C as mentioned after
(1.2.1), we can and will regard an element of ΞJ as an element of Ξ by extending it to be
zero outside specmpAq. Given pi, pi1 P Ξ, let pi   pi1 be defined by
ppi   pi1qpaq  pipaq   pi1paq, a P C.
In particular,
suppppi   pi1q  suppppiq Y suppppi1q.
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Given pi P ΞJ and an enumeration a1, . . . , ak of suppppiq  specmpAq, let
V ppiq  Va1pλ1q b    b Vakpλkq. (1.2.2)
Evidently, any other enumeration of suppppiq gives rise to an isomorphic tensor product.
Thus, we have:
Theorem 1.2.1. The assignment pi ÞÑ V ppiq induces a bijection between ΞJ and the set
of isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional simple grtsJ -modules.
It is also interesting to note that if a1, . . . , ak, λ1, . . . , λk are as in (1.2.2),
vj P V pλjqλjzt0u for 1 ¤ j ¤ k, and v  v1 b    b vk, then
n rtsv  0, phb fptqqv 

k¸
j1
λjphqfpajq

v and pxα qλhαq 1v  0, (1.2.3)
for all α P R , where λ 
k¸
j1
λj. Note that if k  1, i.e., if J  MN for some M P
specmpCrtsq and N ¡ 0, then ΞJ is naturally identified with P . In other words, for each
λ P P , there exists a unique finite dimensional simple grtsJ -module generated by a vector
v satisfying n rtsv  0 and hv  λphqv for all h P h.
As a consequence of (1.2.1), we have
gb
Crts
J  gb
mà
k1
Crts
MNkk

mà
k1
gb
Crts
MNkk

mà
k1
grtsNk .
Moreover, for each a P C, the automorphism ζa of Crts, t ÞÑ t  a, induces an isomorphism
of algebras: Crts
pt aqNCrts
Ñ
Crts
tNCrts
. Because of this, from now on we focus on A  Crts
tNCrts
and write grtsN as before. It will be convenient to set grts8  grts.
Note that grtsN is Z-graded and that the evaluation module V0pλq is also
Z-graded. We shall denote the k-th graded piece of a graded vector space V by V rks. It
will be convenient to introduce the notation
V  
à
k¡0
V rks.
Denote GN the category of graded finite-dimensional grtsN -modules, where the morphisms
are those preserving grades. Set G  G8. Since we have a surjective Lie algebra map
grts Ñ grtsN , every object from GN can be regarded as an object in G. For m P Z, we
consider the grade-shift functor τm which does not change the given action on an object
and shifts the grades by the rule
τmpV qrks  V rk ms.
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Set
V pλ,mq  τmpV0pλqq
which can be regarded both as a grts-module as well as a grtsN -module. It follows that
the assignment pλ,mq ÞÑ V pλ,mq induces a bijection between P   Z and the set of
isomorphism classes of simple objects in GN (including N  8).
1.3 Weyl Modules
Chari and Pressley introduced in [14] a family of finite dimensional representa-
tions, called Weyl modules, for the affine Kac-Moody algebras and their quantized versions.
These modules were introduced inspired by the modular representation theory of algebraic
groups. The notion can be generalized for Lie algebras of the form gbA and the study of
these modules in the case of truncated algebras is the main goal of this work. We proceed
with a review of the background we shall need about them. For more details see [9].
Observe that (1.1.1) implies
gb A  n b A` hb A` n  b A. (1.3.1)
We consider the highest-weight theory associated to the decomposition (1.3.1). For more
details see [9, 37, 44].
Definition 1.3.1. A nonzero vector v P V is a highest-weight vector with respect to
(1.3.1) if
(i) pn  b Aqv  0;
(ii) there exists Λ P phb Aq such that phb aqv  Λphb aqv, for all phb aq P hb A.
The functional Λ P ph b Aq satisfying Definition 1.3.1 is called the highest
weight of v. A pgbAq-module V is said to be highest-weight module (of highest weight Λ)
if it is generated by a highest-weight vector (of highest weight Λ). If V  Upgb Aqv is a
highest-weight module with highest-weight vector v, it follows from the PBW Theorem
that V  Upn b Aqv.
Let A  CrtsJ , as in the previous section. Given Λ P phrtsJ q
, let MpΛq be the
grtsJ -module generated by a vector v satisfying the defining relations n rtsv  0 and
xv  Λphqv for all x P hrtsJ . Thus, MpΛq is the Verma module of highest weight Λ with
respect to the decomposition (1.3.1). Denote by V pΛq the irreducible quotient of MpΛq.
Note that, by Theorem 1.2.1,
V pΛq is finite dimensional ô V pΛq  V ppiq for some pi P ΞJ .
It then follows from (1.2.3) that:
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Proposition 1.3.2. The module V pΛq is finite-dimensional if and only if there exist k ¥ 0,
a1, . . . , ak P C, λ1, . . . , λk P P  such that
Λphb trq 
k¸
j1
λjphqa
r
j for all h P h, r ¥ 0.
In other words, we can identify ΞJ with a subset of phrtsJ q. Let wt : ΞJ Ñ P 
be defined by
wtppiq 
¸
aPsuppppiq
pipaq.
Suppose V is a finite-dimensional quotient of Mppiq and let v P Vwtppiq. Then, Upsl2pαqqv is
finite-dimensional for all α P R  and, hence,
pxα q
λphαq 1v  0, for all α P R .
Definition 1.3.3. Let pi P ΞJ . The Weyl module WJ ppiq is the quotient of Mppiq by the
submodule generated by pxi qwtppiq 1v, i P I.
For a proof of the next theorem see [9, 34].
Theorem 1.3.4. For every pi P ΞJ , WJ ppiq is finite-dimensional.
Hence, it follows from the comments preceding Definition 1.3.3 that WJ ppiq
is the universal finite-dimensional highest-weight grtsJ -module with highest weight pi. If
J  0, we denote it simply by W ppiq. It was proved in [9] that
WJ ppi pi1q  WJ ppiqbWJ ppi1q for all pi, pi1 P ΞJ s.t. suppppiqX suppppi1q  H. (1.3.2)
The automorphism ζa of Crts induces an equivalence between the categories
of finite-dimensional grtsN modules and grtsJ -modules with J  pt aqNCrts. Moreover,
Weyl modules are mapped to Weyl modules. This fact, together with (1.3.2), allows us to
focus on the case J  tNCrts which we do henceforth. Set ΞN  ΞJ and WNppiq  WJ ppiq
for J  tNCrts, pi P ΞJ . Note that, for all pi P ΞN ,
piphb tkq  wtppiqphqδk,0
and, hence, WNppiq is Z-graded. Since ΞN is naturally identified with P  as mentioned
before, for λ P P  we set WNpλq : WNppiq where pi is the unique element of ΞN such
that wtppiq  λ. Since every grtsN -module can be naturally regarded as a grts-module,
the universal property of W pλq immediately implies that we have an epimorphism of
grts-modules:
W pλq WNpλq. (1.3.3)
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Moreover, set LN,λ the submodule of W pλq generated by pxb tNqv for x P n, i.e.,
LN,λ  tUpgrtsqpxb t
Nqv, @x P nu. (1.3.4)
Observe that, when regarded as a grts-module,WNppiq is isomorphic to a module
generated by a vector v satisfying the Definition 1.3.3 together with
pxb trqv  0 for all x P n, r ¥ N.
Hence, LN,λ is the kernel of the epimorphism (1.3.3), and we have the following isomorphism
of grts-modules
W pλq
LN,λ
 WNpλq.
Thus, we can define the truncated Weyl module WNpλq directly as a grts-module as the
module generated by a nonzero vector vN with the following defining relations
n rtsvN  0; phb tkqvN  δ0,kλphqvN , @h P h;
pxα q
λphαq 1vN  0  pxα b tNqvN , @α P R .
In particular, we have epimorphisms of grts-modules
WNpλq WN 1pλq if N ¥ N 1. (1.3.5)
Also, it follows from the proof of Theorem 1.3.4 that, for all α P R ,
pxα b t
rqv  0 if r ¥ λphαq. (1.3.6)
Hence,
WNpλq  W pλq if N ¥ λphϑq. (1.3.7)
Note that, if g is simply laced, all the roots have the same length and the condition in
(1.3.7) becomes N ¥ λphθq.
1.4 Examples
We will now present some properties and examples of local Weyl modules
and truncated Weyl modules when g is sl2. Let tx, h, x u be a basis of g such that
rh, xs  2x, rx , xs  h, rh, x s  2x . Moreover, we are considering m P Z¥0, ω the
fundamental weight, w a generator of the local Weyl module W pmωq and v a generator of
the truncated Weyl module WNpmωq for some N P Z¡0.
By (1.3.6),
px b tmqw  0. (1.4.1)
The first property tells us that the submodule of W pmωq generated by
px b tm1qw can be realized as a quotient of the local Weyl module W ppm 2qωq.
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Lemma 1.4.1. If m ¡ 1, then Upgrtsqpx b tm1qw is isomorphic to a quotient of the
local Weyl module W ppm 2qωq.
Proof. It is enough to show that pxbtm1qw satisfies the defining relations ofW ppm2qωq.
(i) Given k P Z¥0, since w is a generator of W pmωq, we have
px  b tkqpx b tm1qw  phb tm1 kqw   px b tm1qpx  b tkqw  0.
Therefore n rtspx b tm1qw  0.
(ii)
phb 1qpx b tm1qw  2px b tm1qw   px b tm1qphb 1qw
 2px b tm1qw   px b tm1qmw
 pm 2qpx b tm1qw.
(iii) For k ¥ 1,
phbtkqpxbtm1qw  2pxbtm1 kqw pxbtm1q phb tkqwloooomoooon
0
 2pxbtm1 kqw.
By (1.4.1), px b tmqw  0 and since m 1  k ¥ m, it follows
px b tm1 kqw  
1
2
 
phb tk1qpx b tmq  px b tmqphb tk1q

w  0.
Therefore phb tkqpx b tm1qw  0.
(iv) We need to prove that px b 1qm1px b tm1qw  0. Note that px b tm1qw P
W ppmqωqpm2qωzt0u and by (i), n rtspx b tm1qw  0, then px b 1qpm2q 1px b
tm1qw  0.
Lemma 1.4.2. If λ P P zt0u, then xwλ  0, where wλ P W pλqλ.
Proof. Let V0pλq be the evaluation grts-module constructed from V pλq, the irreducible
highest-weight module of highest weight λ, and v0 P V0pλqλ. Clearly v0 satisfies the
defining relations of W pλq. Then there exists a surjective homomorphism W pλq Ñ V0pλq,
which maps wλ to v0. Since V0pλq  Upnrtsqv0 implies that xv0  0 and consequently
xwλ  0.
Remark 1.4.3. Note that (1.4.1) and the Lemmas 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 are valid if instead of
the local Weyl modules we consider the truncated Weyl modules.
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In the following we give some examples of local Weyl modules and truncated
Weyl modules. Each module will be associated to a diagram that we will now describe:
- Each vertex corresponds to a generator of the module. The vertices are distributed in
lines and columns.
- Each line corresponds to the degree of the generator according to the gradation of the
Lie algebra and each column corresponds to a weight of the generator.
Example 1.4.4.
W pωq  Upgrtsqw; WNpωq  Upgrtsqv.
By definition, w and v satisfy:
pxq2w  0  pxq2v; phb tkqw  0  phb tkqv, @ k ¥ 1;
n rtsw  0  n rtsv; hw  w and hv  v.
Then W pωq  Cw ` Cpxwq  WNpωq, as Upgrtsq-module and we have the following
diagram:
 

Example 1.4.5.
W p2ωq  Upgrtsqw; WNp2ωq  Upgrtsqv.
By definition, w and v satisfy:
pxq3w  0  pxq3v; phb tkqw  0  phb tkqv, @ k ¥ 1;
n rtsw  0  n rtsv; hw  2w and hv  2v.
By (1.4.1), px b t2qw  0 and
(i) px b t3qw  12rx
 b t2, hb tsw  0
(ii) px b tqxw  0  px b tq2w, in fact,
px  b tqpxq3w  0
ñ phb t  xpx  b tqqpxq2w  0
ñ p2x b t  xphb tq   xphb tq   pxq2px  b tqqxw  0
ñ p2pxb tqx4xpxb tq 2pxq2phb tq pxq2phb tq pxq3px b tqqw  0
ñ 6xpx b tqw  0
ñ px b tqxw  0.
On the other hand, px b t2qw  0, hence 12rphb t, x
 b tsw  0
ñ


1
2phb tqpx
 b tq  
1
2px
 b tqphb tq


w  0
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ñ x


1
2phb tqpx
 b tq  
1
2px
 b tqphb tq


w  0
ñ px b tq2w  0
ñ px b tq2w  0.
(iii) For i1 ¥ i0, px b ti1qpx b ti0qw  px b ti0qpx b ti1qw.
If i0 ¥ 2 or i1 ¥ 2, then px b ti1qpx b ti0qw  0.
If i0  0  i1 ñ px b ti1qpx b tioqw  pxq2w.
If i0  1  i1 ñ px b ti1qpx b ti0qw  px b tq2w  0.
If i0  0 and i1  1 ñ px b tqxw  0.
By Lemma 1.4.2, xw  0.
By (1.3.7), for all N ¡ 1, the truncated Weyl module WNp2ωq is isomorphic to the local
Weyl module W p2ωq. Then W p2ωq  Cw `Cpxwq `Cpxq2w `Cpx b tqw  WNp2ωq,
as Upgrtsq-module and we have the following diagram:

  
For N  1 we have W1p2ωq  Cv ` Cpxvq ` Cpxq2v and the following diagram:
  

Example 1.4.6.
W p3ωq  Upgrtsqw; WNp3ωq  Upgrtsqv
By definition, w and v satisfy:
pxq4w  0  pxq4v; phb tkqw  0  phb tkqv, @ k ¥ 1;
n rtsw  0  n rtsv; hw  3w and hv  3v.
By (1.4.1), px b t3qw  0 and for 2 ¥ i1 ¥ i0 ¥ 0,
px b ti1qpx b ti0qw  px b ti0qpx b ti1qw.
We have px b tqpxq2w  0  px b t2qpxq2w. In fact, px  b tqpxq4w  0
ñ p2px b tqx  4xpx b tq   2pxq2phb tq   pxq2phb tq   pxq3px  b tqqxw  0
ñ p6pxq2px b tqw   3pxq2phb tqxw   pxq3px  b tqxw  0
ñ 12px b tqpxq2w  0
ñ px b tqpxq2w  0.
On the other hand, px  b t2qpxq4w  0, hence
6pxq2px b t2qw   3pxq2phb t2qxw   pxq3px b t2qxw  0
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ñ 12px b t2qpxq2w  0
ñ px b t2qpxq2w  0.
By Lemma 1.4.2, xw  0. For N ¡ 2,
WNp3ωq  W p3ωq  Cw ` Cpxwq ` Cpxq2w ` Cpxq3w ` Cpx b tqw ` Cpx b t2qw `
Cpx b tqxw ` Cpx b t2qxw
and we have the following diagram:
 
 
   
However, for N  1 or N  2 we have some differences. If N  2, then px b t2qv  0,
W2p3ωq 
W p3ωq
Upgrtsqpx b t2qw
, therefore W2p3ωq  Cv ` Cpxvq ` Cpxq2v ` Cpxq3v `
Cpx b tqv ` Cpx b tqxv and we have the diagram:
 
   
If N  1 then px b tqv  0, W2p3ωq 
W p3ωq
Upgrtsqpx b tqw
, therefore W1p3ωq  Cv `
Cpxvq ` Cpxq2v ` Cpxq3v and we have the diagram:
   

Example 1.4.7.
W p4ωq  Upgrtsqw; WNp4ωq  Upgrtsqv.
By definition, w and v satisfy:
pxq5w  0  pxq5v; phb tkqw  0  phb tkqv, @ k ¥ 1;
n rtsw  0  n rtsv; hw  4w and hv  4v.
By (1.4.1), px b t4qw  0 and for 3 ¥ i1 ¥ i0 ¥ 0,
px b ti1qpx b ti0qw  px b ti0qpx b ti1qw.
Similarly to the previous examples, we can prove
px b tqpxq3w  0  px b t2qpxq3w  px b t3qpxq3w.
For N ¡ 3,
WNp4ωq  W p4ωq  Cw ` Cpxwq ` Cpxq2w ` Cpxq3w ` Cpxq4w ` Cpx b tqw `
Cpx b t2qw ` Cpx b tqxw ` Cpx b tqpxq2w ` Cpx b t3qw ` Cpx b t2qpxq2w `
Cpx b t3qpxq2w `Cpx b t3qxw `Cpx b t2qxw `Cpx b tq2w `Cpx b t2q2w and
we have:
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  
  
    
The unique different vertex means that the dimension of this part is two. In this case, we
are talking about the submodule generated by px b t2qxw and px b tq2w.
If N  3 then px b t3qv  0, W3p4ωq 
W p4ωq
Upgrtsqpx b t3qw
. Moreover, since px b
t2qpxq3v  0 then
px  b tq2px b t2qpxq3v  0
ñ px  b tqphb t3   px b t2qpx  b tqqpxq3v  0
ñ px  b tqp2px b t3qpxq2   xphb t3qpxq2   px b t2qphb t  xpx  b tqqpxq2qv  0
ñ px  b tqr2pxq2px b t3qvloooooooooomoooooooooon
0
 xp2x b t3   xphb t3qqxvloooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon
0
 px b t2qp2x b t
 xphb tq   xphb t  xpx  b tqqqxvs  0
ñ px  b tqr4px b t2qpx b tqxv   px b t2qp2px b tqxsv  0
ñ 6phb t3   px b t2qpx  b tqqpx b tqxv  0
ñ 6r2x b t4   px b tqphb t3q   px b t2qphb t2   px b tqpx  b tqqsxv  0
ñ 6x b t2p2x b t2   xphb t2qv  0
ñ 12px b t2q2v  0
ñ px b t2q2v  0.
Therefore W3p4ωq  Cv`Cpxvq`Cpxq2v`Cpxq3v`Cpxq4v`Cpxb tqv`Cpxb
t2qv`Cpxb tqxv`Cpxb tqpxq2v`Cpxb t2qpxq2v`Cpxb t2qxv`Cpxb tq2v
and we have:
  
  
    
If N  2 then px b t2qv  0, W2p4ωq 
W p4ωq
Upgrtsqpx b t2qw
, therefore W2p4ωq  Cv `
Cpxvq`Cpxq2v`Cpxq3v`Cpxq4v`Cpxb tqv`Cpxb tqxv`Cpxb tqpxq2v`
Cpx b tq2v and we have:
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If N  1 then px b tqv  0, W1p4ωq 
W p4ωq
Upgrtsqpx b tqw
, therefore W1p4ωq  Cv `
Cpxvq ` Cpxq2v ` Cpxq3v ` Cpxq4v and we have:
    

1.5 Fusion Products
The notion of fusion products was introduced in [18], and consists of certain
operations between cyclic objects in G closely related to tensor products, providing a
very powerful tool to study several objects in G. We now review the definition and a few
properties (for more details see [12] and [38]).
Consider the Z-gradation on the universal enveloping algebra Upgrtsq induced
from that of grts. Then, if V is a cyclic grts-module and v generates V , define a filtration
on V by
F rV 
¸
0¤s¤r
Upgrtsqrssv. (1.5.1)
For convenience of notation, we set F1V to be the zero space. The associated graded
module grV 
à
r¥0
F rV
F r1V
becomes a cyclic grts-module with action given by
pxb tsqpw   F r1V q  pxb tsqw   F r s1V
for all x P g, w P F rV , r, s P Z¥0.
Given a P C, consider the Lie algebra automorphism ζa of grts defined in Section
1.2. Then, given a grts-module V , denote by Va the pullback of V by ζa. Note that, if
V P G and a  0, then Va is not a graded module. The notation Va might sound conflicting
with that for evaluation modules introduced earlier. However, one easily checks that, if
V  W0 for some g-module W , then the pullback of V by ζa is isomorphic to the pullback
of W by eva, i.e.,
Va  Wa. (1.5.2)
Thus, the coincidence of notations should not cause confusion. Observe that if va  v
viewed as an element of Va, then xbptaqva  0 if xv  0. Given k P Z¡0, let a1, . . . , ak be
a family of distinct complex numbers and let v1, . . . , vk be generators of objects V 1, . . . , V k
from G, respectively. It was proved in [18] that
V 1a1 b    b V
k
ak
is generated by v  va11 b    b v
ak
k . By abuse of notation, we will often simply write v
instead of va from now on.
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Definition 1.5.1. The fusion product of V 1, . . . , V k with respect to the parameters
a1, . . . , ak is the associated graded module corresponding to the filtration (1.5.1) on
V 1a1 b    b V
k
ak
. It will be denoted by
V 1a1      V
k
ak
and we notice it that it depends on the choice of cyclic generators too.
Note that we have an isomorphism of g-modules
V 1 b    b V k g V
1
a1      V
k
ak
.
It was conjectured in [18] that, under certain conditions, the fusion product does not
actually depend on the choice of the parameters a1, . . . , ak. Motivated by this conjecture,
it is usual to simplify the notation and write V 1      V k instead of V 1a1      V
k
ak
. This
conjecture has been proved in some special cases (see [12, 17, 18, 22, 32, 36] and references
therein). In all these special cases, each V j is a quotient of a graded local Weyl module
and the cyclic generator vj is a highest-weight generator. All cases relevant to us are of
this form and, hence, we make no further mention about the choice of cyclic generators.
In particular, it is known from [22], for simply laced g, and from [35] for the non-simply
laced case, that we have an isomorphism of graded grts-modules:
W pλ1q     W pλkq  W pλq if λ  λ1        λk. (1.5.3)
Inspired by (1.5.3), for all λ P P , we have
W pλq  W pω1q
λph1q     W pωnq
λphnq. (1.5.4)
Inspired in (1.5.4), we want to obtain a similar decomposition for the truncated Weyl
modules. We now recall a conjectural generalization of (1.5.4) for truncated Weyl modules
stated in [32] which is the subject of the main result of this work. This conjecture was
motivated by previous work of Chari, Fourier, and Sagaki on Schur positivity [10].
Given λ P P  and N P Z¡0, let P pλ,Nq be the subset of pP qN consisting of
elements λ  pλ1, . . . , λNq such that
λ1        λN  λ.
Given α P R  and 1 ¤ k ¤ N , define
rα,kpλq  mintpλi1        λikqphαq : 1 ¤ i1        ik ¤ Nu.
Following [10], equip P pλ,Nq with the partial order defined by
µ ¤ λ ô rα,kpµq ¤ rα,kpλq for all α P R , 1 ¤ k ¤ N.
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In [20, Lemma 3.1], it was proved that the maximal elements of P pλ,Nq form a unique
orbit under the obvious action of the symmetric group SN on P pλ,Nq. Moreover, an
algorithm for computing such a maximal element was also obtained and can be described
as follows.
If λ 
n¸
i1
biωi, let pi and ri, i P I, be the unique nonnegative integers satisfying
n¸
li
bl  piN   ri and 0 ¤ ri   N.
For i P I, 1 ¤ j ¤ N , set
mi,j 
$&
%pi   1 if j ¤ ripi if j ¡ ri.
Clearly mi,j ¥ mi 1,j for any i, j and, hence, λj :
n¸
i1
mi,jpωi  ωi1q P P
 , where ω0  0
by convention. Then, the following element is maximal in P pλ,Nq
λmax : pλ1, . . . , λNq.
Note that, if N ¥ |λ| :
¸
iPI
λphiq, then an element of P pλ,Nq is maximal if and only if
all its nonzero entries are fundamental weights.
Conjecture 1.5.2 ([32, Section 4.1]). Let N P Z¡0, λ P P , and suppose λ  pλ1, . . . , λNq
is a maximal element of P pλ,Nq. If N ¤ |λ|, WNpλq  V pλ1q      V pλNq as graded
grts-modules.
Conjecture 1.5.2 has been proved in the following special cases:
(i) for λ  Nµ  ν with µ P L  and ν minuscule, where L   tλ P P  : di|λphiqu with
di 
2
pαi, αiq
, i P I in [32].
(ii) for g of type A, N  2, and λ  mωi for some i P I in [21].
(iii) for simply laced g, λ  mθ for some m ¥ 0, and N  |λ| in [38].
Recall that λ P P  is said to be minuscule if tµ P P  : µ   λu  H. The
following is the list of non zero minuscule weights.
An ωi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n
Bn ωn
Cn ω1
Dn ω1, ωn1, ωn
E6 ω1, ω6
E7 ω7
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We follow the numbering of vertices of the Dynkin diagram for g as in [4]. Our main result
generalizes and provides an alternative proof for item (ii) above.
Theorem 1.5.3. Suppose g is simply laced and ωi is minuscule. Then, Conjecture 1.5.2
holds for λ  mωi for all m ¥ 0.
The proof of Theorem 1.5.3 will rely on results about Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR)
and Chari-Venkatesh (CV) modules which we review in the next subsections.
Note that Conjecture 1.5.2 is not a complete generalization of (1.5.4) since we
may have |λ|   λphϑq. Regarding the region |λ| ¤ N ¤ λphϑq, it was proved in [38] for
simply laced g that
WNpmθq  W pθq
pNmq  V pθqp2mNq. (1.5.5)
1.6 Chari-Venkatesh and Kirillov-Reshetikhin Modules
We now recall the definition of certain objects of G introduced in [16], which
are now referred to as Chari-Venkatesh (or CV) modules.
Given a sequence m  pmjqjPZ¡0 of nonnegative integers, we let
supppmq  tj : mj  0u.
We denote by P the set of non-increasing sequences with finite-support and refer to the
elements of P as partitions. For any sequence m with finite support, we denote by m the
partition obtained from m by re-ordering its elements. Given m PP, set
`pmq  maxtj : mj  0u and |m| 
¸
j¥1
mj.
If |m|  m, then m is said to be a partition of m. We denote by Pm the set of partition
of m. The element mj of a partition m will be often referred to as the j-th part of m.
Hence, `pmq, which is often referred to as the length of m, is the number of nonzero parts
of m. Given distinct nonnegative integers k1 ¡ k2    ¡ kl and a1, . . . , al, we denote by
pk
pa1q
1 , . . . , k
palq
l q
the partition where each kj is repeated aj times.
Given λ P P , a family of partitions ξ  pξpαqqαPR  indexed by R  is said
to be λ-compatible if ξpαq P Pλphαq for all α P R . Namely, ξ is λ-compatible if
ξpαq  pξpαq1 ¥ . . . ¥ ξpαqs ¥ . . . ¥ 0q and
λphαq 
¸
j¥1
ξpαqj for all α P R .
We will denote by Pλ the set of families of λ-compatible partitions.
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Definition 1.6.1. Given ξ PPλ, the CV-module CV pξq is the quotient of W pλq by the
submodule generated by#
px α b tq
spxα q
s rw : α P R , s, r  0, s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj for some k P Z¡0
+
,
where w P W pλqλzt0u.
Note that the submodule from Definition 1.6.1 is generated by homogeneous
vectors of positive degree and, hence, CV pξq  0.
Fix λ P P  and N P Z¡0 Y t8u. For each α P R , if N   8, let qα and pα be
the unique non negative integers such that
λphαq  Nqα   pα and 0 ¤ pα   N.
If N  8 set qα  0 and pα  λphαq. Consider the element ξλN PPλ given by
ξλNpαq  ppqα   1qppαq, qpNpαqα q. (1.6.1)
Note that, if N ¥ λphαq for all α P R , then ξλNpαq  p1pλphαqqq. The second of our main
results is:
Theorem 1.6.2. The modules CV pξλNq and WNpλq are isomorphic graded grts-modules.
For N  8 or, more precisely, in the case that WNpλq  W pλq, this theorem
was already known (see Proposition 2.2.5). The proof of Theorem 1.6.2 will be given in
Section 2.3. In Chapter 3, we will obtain further results about truncated Weyl modules in
the case g  sl2 as consequences of Theorem 1.6.2 together with results from [3, 15].
Beside Theorem 1.6.2, the other crucial ingredient for the proof of Theorem
1.5.3 is a result from [36] about fusion products of Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR) modules
which we now review. The graded KR modules are the so called graded limits of the
quantum KR modules, which are finite-dimensional irreducible modules for quantum affine
algebras (see [13, 33, 36] and references therein).
Definition 1.6.3. Let w P W pmωiqmωi be nonzero. The graded KR module KRpmωiq is
the quotient of W pmωiq by the submodule generated by
pxi b tqw.
Quite clearly, KRpmωiq  0. Moreover, KRpmωiq is isomorphic to CV pξq where ξ is
exactly that for W pλq except when α is the corresponding simple root αi, in which case,
ξpαiq has just one part as in the case of V pλq, namely, ξpαq  p1λphαqq if α  αi and
ξpαiq  pmq.
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Given N ¡ 0, i1, . . . , iN P I, m1, . . . ,mN P Z¡0, set λ 
N¸
j1
mjωij ,
i  pi1, . . . , iNq, m  pm1, . . . ,mNq, Sipiq  tj : ij  iu, and define the following fu-
sion products
KRipmq  KRpm1ωi1q     KRpmNωiN q,
Vipmq  V pm1ωi1q      V pmNωiN q,
for some choice of parameters in the definition of fusion products. If ij  i for some i P I
and all 1 ¤ j ¤ N , we write KRipmq in place of KRipmq and we similarly define Vipmq.
In [36], it is given a presentation for KRipmq in terms of generators and relations which,
in particular, proves the independence of KRipmq on the choice of parameters for the
fusion product.
Theorem 1.6.4 ([36, Theorem B]). For every N ¡ 0, i P IN ,m P ZN¥0, the module
KRipmq is isomorphic to the quotient of W pλq by the submodule generated by
xipr, sqw for all i P I, r ¡ 0, s  r ¡
¸
jPSipiq
mintr,mju,
where xipr, sq is defined as in (2.2.1) below.
Together with Theorem 1.6.2, this presentation will imply the following Corol-
lary, that we will prove in Section 2.4.
Corollary 1.6.5. Let m,N ¡ 0, i P I, and m  ξmωiN pαiq. Then, there exists an epimor-
phism of graded grts-modules KRipmq Ñ WNpmωiq.
Combined with results of [8, 13, 22] on the structure of KR modules (see (2.4.3)
below), this corollary will lead to a proof of Theorem 1.5.3.
We also prove a further step towards a proof of Theorem 1.5.3 without any
hypothesis on g and i. To explain that, introduce the following notation. Given η ¸
i
aiαi P Q, set
htipηq  ai.
For i P I, k ¥ 0, set also
R i,k  tα P R
  : htipαq  ku.
By inspecting the root systems, one checks that the set R i,¡1  tα P R  : htipαq ¡ 1u is
empty if ωi is minuscule and has a unique minimal element otherwise, which of course
lies in R i,2. Let v be a highest-weight generator for KRipmq, where m is any sequence
m  pm1, . . . ,mNq with mj  0 for all 1 ¤ j ¤ N , and denote by Tipmq the quotient by
the submodule generated by
pxα b t
Nqv with α  minR i,2.
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Recall that, if g is not of type A, then θ  mωi for some 1 ¤ m ¤ 2 and i P I.
In fact, m  1 unless g is of type C in which case θ  2ω1. Let iθ denote this node. We
have the following list, in which we also follow the numbering of vertices of the Dynkin
diagram for g as in [4].
iθ  1 for g of types CFE7;
iθ  2 for g of types BDE6G;
iθ  8 for g of type E8.
Recall that
R iθ,2  tθu.
The third of our main results is:
Proposition 1.6.6. Let i  iθ and m  ξmωiN pαiq for some m ¥ 0. Then, for all N ¤ m,
WNpmωiq  Tipmq.
We shall see in Proposition 2.1.3 below that, if m P ZN¥0, there exists an
epimorhism WNpmωiq Ñ Vipmq for all i P I. If m  ξmωiN pαiq for some 0 ¤ m ¤ N ,
Corollary 1.6.5 then implies that we have epimorphisms
Tipmq Ñ WNpmωiq Ñ Vipmq. (1.6.2)
Proposition 1.6.6 says that the first of these is an isomorphism when i  iθ, while Conjecture
1.5.2 expects that the second is also an isomorphism for all i P I. This motivates:
Conjecture 1.6.7. Let i P I,m ¥ 0. Then, for every m P Pm, Vipmq is isomorphic to
Tipmq.
Note that item (iii) after Conjecture 1.5.2, together with Proposition 1.6.6,
proves this Conjecture for types DE, i  iθ, and m  ξNωiN . Evidently, Conjecture 1.6.7,
together with (1.6.2), implies Conjecture 1.5.2. We will prove Proposition 1.6.6 in Section
2.5.
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2 Proofs
In this chapter we present the proofs of our main results. For this, we will need
some extra facts concerning CV modules, fusion products, and KR modules which will be
reviewed as required.
2.1 More about Fusion Products
Given a filtered grts-module V , recall that F rV denotes the corresponding
filtered piece. One checks that
pxb pts  fptqqqw P F r s1V, (2.1.1)
for all x P g, r, s P Z, w P F rV, fptq  ts   bs1ts1        b0 P Crts.
We have the following lemma as a consequence of the definition of fusion
product.
Lemma 2.1.1. If pij : Mj Ñ Vj, 1 ¤ j ¤ N , is a family of epimorphisms of cyclic graded
grts-modules, pi1 b    b piN induces an epimorphism of graded grts-modules
M1     Mn Ñ V1      VN .
Proof. For each 1 ¤ j ¤ N , let wj be the chosen generator for Mj and set vj  pijpwjq.
Let also Π  pi1 b    b piN , w  w1 b    b wn, and v  v1 b    b vN . Then, if F rM
and F rV are defined as in (1.5.1) using w and v, respectively, we have ΠpF rMq  F rV .
Thus, Π induces an epimorphism of the associated graded modules corresponding to these
filtrations.
Lemma 2.1.2. For each 1 ¤ j ¤ l, let V j be a finite-dimensional cyclic graded grts-
module generated by vj. Suppose px b tNjCrtsqvj  0 for some x P g, Nj ¥ 0, and set
N  N1   . . . Nl. Then
pxb tNqpv1  . . .  vlq  0.
Proof. For any choice of distinct a1, . . . , al P C, let v1 b . . . b vl be the generator of
V 1a1 b . . .b V
l
al
and v  v1  . . .  vl. Let fptq 
l¹
j1
pt ajq
Nj . By (2.1.1), we have
pxb tNqv  pxb fptqqv.
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Recall that ζa is the Lie algebra automorphism of grts induced by t ÞÑ t   a and in Va,
pxb fptqqv  pxb fpt  aqqv  pxb
l¹
j1
pt  a ajq
Njqv. On the other hand,
pxb fptqqpv1 b    b vlq 
l¸
j1
v1 b    b

xb
l¹
k1
pt  aj  akq
Nk

vj b    b vl

l¸
j1
v1 b    b

xb tNj

l¹
k1,kj
pt  aj  akq
Nk

vj b    b vl
 0
Proposition 2.1.3. Let l, N P Z, 0   l ¤ N . For each 1 ¤ j ¤ l, suppose V j is a quotient
of W pλjq, for some λj P P . If pg b tNjCrtsqV j  0, Nj P Z¡0 and N  N1   . . .   Nl
then, for any choice of distinct a1, . . . , al P C, there exists an epimorphism of graded
grts-modules WNpλq Ñ V 1a1      V
l
al
, where λ 
l¸
j1
λj.
Proof. Let vj be a highest-weight vector for V j, j  1, . . . , l and denote by v the image
of v1 b    b vl in V 1a1      V
l
al
. Then, quite clearly, n rtsv  hrts v  0, hpvq  λphqv
for all h P h, and pxi qλphiq 1v  0 for all i P I. Thus, by (1.3.4), it suffices to show that
pxα b t
Nqv  0 for all α P R , but this follows from Lemma 2.1.2.
2.2 More about CV Modules
Given r, s ¥ 0, consider
Spr, sq  tpbpq0¤p¤s : bp P Z¥0,
s¸
p0
bp  r,
s¸
p0
pbp  su.
Clearly, Spr, sq is finite, Sp0, sq is empty if s ¡ 0 and it has a unique element if s  0. If
r  1, Sp1, sq also has a unique element, the sequence with 1 in the s-position and zero
elsewhere.
Given fpuq P Upnrtsqrruss and s P Z¥0, let fpuqs be the coefficient of us in f .
Let also
fpuqprq 
1
r!fpuq
r for all r ¥ 0.
For α P R , set
xαpuq 
¸
k¥0
pxα b t
kquk 1 P Upnrtsqrruss.
and
xαpr, sq  pxαpuqprqqr s for all r, s ¡ 0.
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In other words,
xαpr, sq 
¸
pbpqPSpr,sq
pxα b 1qpb0qpxα b tqpb1q . . . pxα b tsqpbsq. (2.2.1)
The following lemma is a reformulation of a result of Garland [26] (see also [11, 14]).
Lemma 2.2.1. Given s P Z¡0, r P Z¥0 and α P R , we have
px α b tq
spxα q
s r   p1qsxαpr, sq P Upgrtsqn rts ` Upnrtsqphb tCrtsq.
Given k ¥ 0, define also
kSpr, sq  tpbpq0¤p¤s P Spr, sq : bp  0 if p   ku
and (2.2.2)
kxαpr, sq 
¸
pbpqPkSpr,sq
pxα b t
kqpbkq . . . pxα b t
sqpbsq.
Note that
kxαpr, krq  px

α b t
kqprq. (2.2.3)
If α  αi for some i P I, we may simplify notation and write xipuq, etc.
Lemma 2.2.2. ([16, Proposition 2.6]) Let V be any representation of grts and let w P V ,
x P g and K P Z¥0. Then, for all s, r, k P Z¡0 with s  r ¡ rk  K, we have
xαpr, sqw  0 ô kxαpr, sqw  0.
Let ξ P Pλ and w P W pλqλzt0u. Denote by CV 1pξq the quotient of W pλq by
the submodule generated by
xαpr, sqw for all α P R , r, s ¡ 0 such that s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj, (2.2.4)
for some k ¡ 0. Consider also the quotient CV 2pξq of W pλq by the submodule generated
by
kxαpr, sqw for all α P R , s, r, k ¡ 0 such that s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj. (2.2.5)
Proposition 2.2.3. The modules CV 1pξq and CV 2pξq are isomorphic to CV pξq.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.2.1 that CV pξq  CV 1pξq and from Lemma 2.2.2 that
CV 1pξq  CV 2pξq.
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We will often denote by vξ a nonzero element of CV pξqλ if ξ PPλ. It follows
from the previous proposition and from (2.2.3) that
pxα b t
kqprqvξ  0 for all α P R , k, r ¡ 0 s.t. r ¡
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj. (2.2.6)
In particular, since
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj  0 for all k ¥ `pξpαqq,
pxα b t
kqvξ  0 for all α P R , k ¥ `pξpαqq. (2.2.7)
Lemma 2.2.4 ([38, Lemma 6]). Let λ P P , w P W pλqλzt0u, and ξ P Pλ. Then,
xαpr, sqw  0 for all α P R , r ¥ ξpαq1, s, k ¡ 0 such that s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj.
Proof. Let α P R , s, k P Z¡0, be such that s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¥k 1
ξpαqj. Given r ¥ ξpαq1, it
follows that
s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¥k 1
ξpαqj ¡
¸
j¥1
ξpαqj  λpαq.
Therefore, since pxα b 1qλphαq 1w  0, we have px α b tqspxα qs rw  0 and it follows from
Lemma 2.2.1, xαpr, sqw  0.
Given λ P P , consider the two extreme family of λ-compatible partitions:
ξ  pλphαqqαPR  and ξ1  pp1λphαqqqαPR  .
The next proposition shows that they correspond to the two extreme nonzero quotients of
W pλq.
Proposition 2.2.5. Given λ P P , let ξ and ξ1 be defined as above. Then,
CV pξq  ev0V pλq and CV pξ1q  W pλq.
Proof. For the first isomorphism, since CV pξq is a quotient of W pλq, it is quite clearly
that there exists a surjective homorphism
CV pξq ev0V pλq.
We should prove that there exists the opposite surjective homomorphism, i.e.,
ev0V pλq CV pξq.
If vξ P CV pξqλ, it is enough to show that pgb tCrtsqvξ  0, namely, we should show that
pxα b tCrtsqvξ  0, for all α P R . This is clear from (2.2.7).
For the second isomorphism, by definition, CV pξ1q is a quotient ofW pλq. Hence,
it is enough to show that there exists a surjective homomorphism CV pξ1q W pλq, i.e.,
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we should show that v P W pλqλ, satisfies only one more defining relation of CV pξ1q. In
fact, since ξpαq  pp1qλphαqq, by Lemma 2.2.4, since ξpαq1 ¤ 1, then xαpr, sqv  0 in W pλq,
for all α P R , s, k P Z¡0, s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¥k 1
ξpαqj and we have our statement.
Assume, for the rest of this section that g  sl2 and identify P with Z as usual.
We simplify notation and write x, h in place of x1 , h1. For λ P P , the set Pλ is just the
set of partitions of λ. We then simplify the notation and write ξ  pξ1 ¥ ξ2 ¥    ¥ ξl ¥ 0q.
Given a partition ξ  pξ1 ¥ ξ2 ¥ . . . ¥ ξj ¡ 0q, define partitions ξ as follows.
If j  1, then ξ   ξ and ξ is the empty partition. If j ¡ 1, then ξ  pξ1 ¥ . . . ¥
ξj2 ¥ ξ

j1 ¥ 0q is given by
ξr 
$'''&
'''%
ξr, r   j  1,
ξj1  ξj, r  j  1,
0, r ¥ j.
And ξ   pξ 1 ¥ . . . ¥ ξ j1 ¥ ξ j ¥ 0q is the unique partition associated to the sequence
pξ1, . . . , ξj2, ξj1   1, ξj  1q. Note that if ξ P Pλ then ξ  P Pλ and ξ P Pλ2ξj . The
following was proved in [16, Theorem 5].
Theorem 2.2.6. Let ξ PPλ, l  `pξq.
(i) For l ¡ 1, there exists a short exact sequence of grts-modules
0 Ñ τpl1qξlCV pξq Ñ CV pξq Ñ CV pξ q Ñ 0.
(ii) For any choice of distinct a1, . . . , al P C, there exists an isomorphism
CV pξq  Va1pξ1q      Valpξlq
of graded grts-modules.
This theorem provides us with a presentation in terms of generators and relations
for fusion products of irreducible modules. Return to the case ξ  ξλN  ppq  1qppq, qpNpqq
where λ  Nq   p with 0 ¤ p   N .
Corollary 2.2.7. With the above notation, V pq   1qp  V pqqNp is isomorphic to the
quotient of W pλq by the submodule generated by
px  b tqspxqs rw for all r, s ¡ 0 s.t. s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq    pp kq 
for some k ¡ 0 e w P W pλqλzt0u, where m   m if m ¥ 0 and m   0 if m   0.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.2.6, we have V pq   1qp  V pqqNp  CV pξλNq. Thus, if v is a
highest-weight generator of CV pξλNq, it suffices to show that
px  b tqspxqs rv  0
for all r, s as in the statement. From (1.6.1) we have
px  b tqspxqs rv  0 for all s, r ¡ 0, s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξj for some k ¡ 0.
But if k ¥ p, then
s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¥k 1
ξj ô s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq 
and, if k   p,
s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¥k 1
ξj ô s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq   pb kq.
Hence,
s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¥k 1
ξj ô s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq    pp kq .
2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.6.2
In this section we prove that every truncated Weyl module is isomorphic to a
CV module for an explicited family of partitions. For this, let ξ  ξλN and vξ P CV pξλNqλzt0u
as defined in (1.6.1). It follows from (2.2.7) that
pxα b t
Nqvξ  0 for all α P R ,
and, hence, there exists a surjective homomorphism of grts-modules
WNpλq CV pξλNq.
To prove the converse, observe that Proposition 2.2.3 implies that it suffices to show
kxαpr, sqw  0 for all α P R , s, r, k P Z¡0 such that s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξλNpαqj,
with w P WNpλqλ. Hence, if we prove Theorem 1.6.2 for g  sl2, the general case follows
by considering the subalgebra slαrts.
By (1.3.7), for N ¥ λ, Theorem 1.6.2 becomes Proposition 2.2.5 hence, we can
assume N   λ. By Proposition 2.1.3, there exists a surjective homomorphism
WNpλq V pq   1qp  V pqqpNpq  CV pξλNq.
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Thus, by Corollary 2.2.7, it suffices to show that, if w P WNpλqλ, then
px  b tqspxqs rw  0 for all r, s ¡ 0 s.t. s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq    pp kq 
for some k ¡ 0. Thus, assume s, r, k satisfy this condition. If r ¡ q, we will see
s  r ¡ λ
hence, px  b tqspxqs rw  px  b tqs  0  0 as desired. To prove the above inequality,
note that
k ¥ p ñ s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq  ¥ pq   1qk   qpN  kq 
¥ p  qpk   pN  kq q ¥ p Nq ¥ λ
while
k   p ñ s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq   pp kq  rk  kpq   1q   λ ¥ λ.
It remains to treat the case r ¤ q which implies
s  r ¡ Nr. (2.3.1)
Indeed, if k   N then
s  r ¡ rk   qpN  kq    pp kq   rk   qpN  kq   pp kq 
¥ rk   rpN  kq   pp kq   Nr   pp kq  ¥ Nr.
While if N ¤ k we have s  r ¡ rk ¥ Nr. By Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we have
px  b tqspxqs rw  0 ô kxpr, sqw  0,
where kxpr, sq is given by (2.2.2). Note that, if pbmq P kSpr, sq is such that bj ¡ 0 for some
j ¥ N , then px b tkqpbkq    px b tsqpbsqw  0. Thus, it suffices to show that this is the
case for every element of kSpr, sq. Fix pbmq P kSpr, sq and note that this is obvious when
k ¥ N (take j  k). Otherwise, if k   N and we have bj  0 for all j ¥ N , it would follow
that
s 
¸
k¤j N
jbj ¤ pN  1q
¸
k¤j N
bj ¤ pN  1qr
contradicting (2.3.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6.2.
2.4 Proof of Theorem 1.5.3
In this section we use Theorem 1.6.2 as one of the tools to prove Conjecture
1.5.2 when g is simply laced and λ  mωi, for a minuscule weight ωi and a non negative
integer m. Given i and m as in Theorem 1.6.4, let
mi  pmjqjPSipiq for all i P I
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and let ξmi PPλ be given by
ξmi pαq 
$&
%mi, if α  αi for some i P I,p1λphαqq, otherwise.
The following corollary was observed in [36, Remark 3.4(b)].
Corollary 2.4.1. There is an isomorphism CV pξmi q  KRipmq.
Proof. To simplify notation, let ξ  ξmi . We will show that there are surjective maps
CV pξq Ñ KRipmq andKRipmq Ñ CV pξq, thus proving the corollary. Let vKR P KRipmqλ
and vξ P CV pξqλ be nonzero vectors. By the isomorphism CV pξq  CV 1pξq of Proposition
2.2.3, in order to prove the existence of the first map, it suffices to check that
xαpr, sq vKR  0 for all α P R , r, s ¡ 0 s.t. s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj, (2.4.1)
for some k ¡ 0. If α is not a simple root, then r ¥ 1  ξpαq1 and this follows from Lemma
2.2.4. Let i P I, assume α  αi, and write
mi  pmi,1, . . . ,mi,Niq
for some Ni ¥ 0. Then, by definition of ξ, we have ξpαqj  mi,j for 1 ¤ j ¤ Ni and we
have
rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj  rk  mi,k 1       mi,Ni ¥
Ni¸
j1
mintr,mi,ju 
¸
jPSipiq
mintr,mju.
Thus, if s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαqj, we also have s  r ¡
¸
jPSipiq
mintr,mju and Theorem 1.6.4
implies xαpr, sq vKR  0 as desired.
In order to show the existence of the second map, we need to show that
xipr, sq vξ  0 for all i P I, r ¡ 0, s  r ¡
¸
jPSipiq
mintr,mju. (2.4.2)
Fix i, r, s as above. We claim that there must exists k ¡ 0 such that s  r ¡ rk 
¸
j¡k
ξpαiqj .
Assuming this claim, (2.4.2) follows from the isomorphism CV pξq  CV 1pξq of Proposition
2.2.3. To prove the claim, assume, by contradiction, that
s  r ¤ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξpαiqj  rk  
¸
j¡k
mi,j for all k ¡ 0.
In particular, taking k  maxtj : mi,j ¥ ru, we have
s  r ¤ rk  
¸
j¡k
mi,j 
Ni¸
j1
mintr,mi,ju,
contradicting the choice of r, s in (2.4.2).
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Proof of Corollary 1.6.5. Since WNpmωiq  CV pξmωiN q by Theorem 1.6.2 and KRipmq 
CV pξmi q with i  pipNqq by the previous corollary, we are left to show that there exists an
epimorphism
CV pξmi q Ñ CV pξ
mωi
N q.
Letting v P CV pξmωiN qλ, this is in turn equivalent to showing that
xαpr, sq v  0 for all α P R , r, s ¡ 0 s.t. s  r ¡ rk  
¸
j¡k
ξmi pαqj for some k ¡ 0.
Since ξmi pαiq  ξmωiN pαiq by definition, we can assume α is not simple, in which case
r ¥ 1  ξmi pαq1 and we are done by Lemma 2.2.4.
It is known (see [8, 13, 22]) that, if g is simply laced and ωi is minuscule, then
KRpmωiq  V pmωiq. (2.4.3)
Hence, in that case, KRipmq  Vipmq. Since we have an epimorphism WNpmωiq Ñ Vipmq
by Proposition 2.1.3, Theorem 1.5.3 follows from Corollary 1.6.5.
2.5 Proof of Proposition 1.6.6
In this section we see that the discussion preceding Proposition 1.6.6 implies
that the proof of this proposition follows from Lemma 2.5.2 below. We, also, shall need
the following simple, however useful lemma.
Lemma 2.5.1. Let V be a grts-module, and suppose v P V satisfies hrts v  0. Suppose
also that x P g satisfies pxb trqv  0 and rh, xs  cx for some r ¥ 0, h P h and c P Czt0u.
Then, pxb tkqv  0 for all k ¥ r.
Proof. In fact, if k  r we have nothing to do. Suppose k ¡ r, then by hypothesis
phb tkrqv  0 for all h P h, hence we have
pxb tkqv 
1
c
rhb tkr, xb trsv

1
c
pphb tkrqpxb trqv  pxb trqphb tkrqvq  0.
Let m  ξmωiN pαiq, 0   N ¤ m and i P I. Corollary 1.6.5 implies that we have
a projection Tipmq Ñ WNpmωiq. Thus, we are left to prove that there exists a projection
WNpmωiq Ñ Tipmq. Equivalently, we have to prove that
v P KRipmqmωizt0u ñ pxα b tNqv  0 for all α P R .
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Recall that if α 
¸
jPI
ajαj then htpαqi  ai and for k ¥ 0, R i,k  tα P R  : htipαq  ku.
Moreover, if i  iθ as in the proposition and k ¡ 1 then R i,k is empty if ωi is minuscule
and has a unique minimal element otherwise, θ P R iθ,2. By definition, Tipmq is the quotient
of KRipmq by the submodule generated by
pxα b t
Nqv with α  minR i,2.
Thus, the proof of Proposition 1.6.6 follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 2.5.2. Let v P KRipmqmωizt0u. Then, pxα b tNqv  0 for every α such that
htipαq ¤ 1.
Proof. If htipαq  0, then
pxα b 1qλphαq 1v  pxα b 1qv  0,
hence by Lemma 2.5.1, pxα b tNqv  0.
If htipαq  1 we proceed by induction on htpαq. If htpαq  1, then α  αi. Let vj P
KRpmjωiqmjωi , 1 ¤ j ¤ N , be such that v  v1  . . .  vN . By the definition of KRpmjωiq,
pxi b tqvj  0. Then, by Lemma 2.1.2 pxi b tNqv  0, showing that induction begins.
If htpαq ¡ 1, we can write α  γ   β, γ, β P R  and we may assume without loss of
generality that htipβq  0 and htipγq  1. In particular, xβ v  0. Since
xα b t
N  arxβ b 1, xγ b tN s,
for some nonzero complex number a, the result follows by applying the inductive hypothesis
to γ.
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3 Further results for sl2
In this chapter, we study truncated Weyl modules, for g  sl2, from the
perspective of the theory of Demazure modules. In particular, the truncated Weyl modules
which are isomorphic to Demazure modules will be explicitly characterized. For those
which are not isomorphic to a Demazure module, we study their Demazure flags of lowest
possible level.
3.1 Demazure Flags
First we recall, from [22], the definition of g-stable Demazure modules which is
appropriate to our study and some known results about this class of representations.
Definition 3.1.1. Given ` P Z¥0 and λ P P , the g-stable level-` Demazure module
Dp`, λq is the quotient of W pλq by the submodule generated by
tpxα b t
sαqv : α P R u Y tpxα b tsα1qmα 1v : α P R  such that mα   `r_α u,
where v is a highest-weight generator of W pλq and r_α , sα, and mα are the integers defined
by
r_α 
$&
%1, if α is long,r_, if α is short, and λphαq  psα  1q`r_α  mα, 0   mα ¤ `r_α ,
where r_ is the lacing number of g. Set Dp`, λ,mq  τmDp`, λq.
Remark 3.1.2. As mentioned before, the definition of Demazure modules above is the
more appropriate for our study, but we refer to [22] and [35] for a more traditional definition
of a Demazure module. The Demazure modules are integrable `-highest weight modules
for the Borel subalgebra bˆ of the affine Kac Moody algebra gˆ.
In particular, if g is simply laced, it follows from (1.3.6) that
W pλq  Dp1, λq. (3.1.1)
It is well known that there are epimorphisms of graded grts-modules
Dp`, λq Dp`1, λq for all λ P P , ` ¤ `1. (3.1.2)
In particular, Dp`, λq  V0pλq if ` is such that sα  1 for all α P R .
Let ξ`,λ PPλ be given by
ξ`,λpαq  pp`r
_
α q
sα1,mαq for α P R . (3.1.3)
The following was shown in [16, Theorem 2]:
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Theorem 3.1.3. For all ` P Z¡0 and λ P P , the modules Dp`, λq and CV pξ`,λq are
isomorphic.
It is not always true that a truncated Weyl module is isomorphic to a Demazure
module. It is then natural to ask whether truncated Weyl modules can be "approximated"
by Demazure modules, which leads us to the concept of Demazure flags. For results about
Demazure flags beyond what we will review here, see [3, 15] and references therein.
Definition 3.1.4. A grts-module V admits a Demazure flag of level-` if there exist
k ¡ 0, λj P P ,mj P Z, j  1, . . . , k, and a sequence of inclusions
0  V0  V1      Vk1  Vk  V with Vj{Vj1  Dp`, λj,mjq @ 1 ¤ j ¤ k.
Let V be a level-` Demazure flag of V as in Definition 3.1.4 and, for a Demazure
module D, define the multiplicity of D in V by
rV : Ds  #t1 ¤ j ¤ l : Vj{Vj1  Du.
As observed in [15, Lemma 2.1], the multiplicity does not depend on the choice of the
flag and, hence, by abuse of language, we shift the notation from rV : Ds to rV : Ds. Also
following [15], we consider the generating function
rV : Dsptq 
¸
mPZ
rV : τmDs tm P Zrt, t1s.
It is easy to see that if V is a graded grts-module and U is a graded grts-submodule of V
such that U and V {U both admit a Demazure flag of the same level, then V also admits
one, and
rV : Dsptq  rU : Dsptq   rV {U : Dsptq. (3.1.4)
In the category of non-graded grts-modules we have τmD  D and, hence, one may also
be interested in computing the ungraded multiplicity of D in V which is given by
rV : Dsp1q 
¸
mPZ
rV : τmDs.
3.2 Loewy Series
In the theory of local Weyl modules a problem which is often studied is that of
Loewy structure of these modules, especially to determine two standard Loewy series: the
radical series and the socle series. We are interested in studying such series for truncated
Weyl modules. In this section, we recall these concepts. For more details see [30, 31].
Let A be a C-algebra and M a finite-dimensional A-module. A semisimple
filtration of an A-module M is a chain of inclusions of A-modules
0  F 0M      F lM M (3.2.1)
such that each successive quotient is semisimple.
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Definition 3.2.1. The radical of M , denoted by radM , is the smallest submodule of M
such that the corresponding quotient is semisimple.
Equivalently, radM is the intersection of all submodules of M such that the corresponding
quotient is semisimple. We call the quotient MradM the head of the module M . Write
rad0M M and, for k ¥ 1, define inductively
radkM  radpradk1Mq.
This defines a semisimple filtration on M called the radical series
0      rad2M  radM  rad0M M.
Definition 3.2.2. The socle of M , denoted by socM , is the largest semisimple submodule
of M .
Equivalently, socM is the sum of all simple submodules of M. Consider soc0M  0 and for
k ¥ 1, let sockM be the unique submodule of M such that
soc

M
sock1M



sockM
sock1M
.
This defines a semisimple filtration on M called the socle series
0  soc0M  socM  soc2M     M.
If we consider a semisimple filtration as in (3.2.1) then,
radkM  F lkM  soclkM
holds for each k. This implies that the lengths of the radical series and the socle series are
equal and that the length of any semisimple filtration of M is greater than or equal to it.
Definition 3.2.3. A Loewy series of a finite-dimensional A-module M is a semisimple
filtration on M which has the smallest length.
By the comment preceding Definition 3.2.3, the radical series and the socle
series are Loewy series. Following [31], we will say that a module is rigid if its radical
series and socle series coincide. Equivalently, M is rigid if it has a unique Loewy series. Let
A be a Z-graded C-algebra. If A is positively graded and M is Z-graded, we can consider
the filtration defined by
F kM 
à
s¥k
M rss.
This filtration is called the grading filtration or grading series. Observe that M rss is
an Ar0s-submodule of M for all s. Moreover, if m  maxts : M rss  0u, M rms is an
A-submodule of M . The next lemma is easily established.
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Lemma 3.2.4. Assume Arss  0 for s   0 and let m  maxts : M rss  0u. If N is a
simple Ar0s-submodule of M rms, then N is also a simple A-submodule of M . In particular,
the socle of M rms as an Ar0s-module is contained in the socle of M .
Lemma 3.2.5. ([31, Lemma 2.3]) Let A be a positively graded C-algebra and M a
finite-dimensional A-module such that the grading series on M is semisimple.
(i) If MradM is simple, the radical series of M coincides with the grading series.
(ii) If socM is simple, the socle series of M coincides with the grading series.
Recall that if V is a highest weight module, then it has a unique simple
quotient, hence, its radical series coincide with the grading series. In particular, W pλq
is a graded finite-dimensional highest weight module, thus its radical series and grading
series coincide.It is well known that the socles of Demazure modules are simple. Then, by
(3.1.1), if g is of type ADE, the socle of W pλq is simple and, hence, by Lemma 3.2.5, the
socle series of W pλq coincides with its grading series. In particular, W pλq is rigid.
3.3 The sl2-Case
In this section, fix g  sl2 and identify P with Z as usual. Given λ P P , N P
Z¡0, set q and p such that λ  Nq   p, 0 ¤ p   N . Recall that ξλN  ppq   1qp, pqqNpq
and by Theorem 1.6.2, CV pξλNq  WNpλq. We have the following corollary from Theorem
3.1.3.
Corollary 3.3.1. If ξ  ppaqk1, bq PPλ, 0   b ¤ a, then CV pξq  Dpa, λq.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1.3 noting that λ  pk  1qa  b.
Theorem 3.3.2. We have the following isomorphisms of grts-modules
WNpλq 
$&
%Dpq, λq, if N |λ,Dpq   1, λq, if p P tN  1, λu.
Note that p  λ if and only if N ¡ λ.
Proof. If N |λ then p  0 and ξλN  pqN1, qq. Hence, by Corollary 3.3.1, CV pξλNq  Dpq, λq.
If p  N  1, note that ξλN  ppq   1qN1, qq and, hence, Corollary 3.3.1 implies that
CV pξλNq  Dpq   1, λq. Finally, if N ¡ λ, then q  0, ξλN  p1pq, and Corollary 3.3.1
implies CV pξλNq  Dp1, λq  Dpq   1, λq. Thus the proof follows from Theorem 1.6.2.
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Recall from Section 2.2 that if ξ  pξ1 ¥ . . . ¥ ξj ¡ 0q then ξ  pξ1, . . . , ξj2, ξj1
ξjq and ξ  is the partition associated to the sequence pξ1, . . . , ξj2, ξj1 1, ξj1q. Moreover,
by Theorem 2.2.6, there exists a short exact sequence of grts-modules
0 Ñ τpj1qξjCV pξq Ñ CV pξq Ñ CV pξ q Ñ 0. (3.3.1)
If N   λ and p  N  2, then pξλNq   ppq   1qN1, q  1q. Hence by Corollary 3.3.1,
CV ppξλNq
 q  Dpq 1, λq. Thus, by (3.3.1), we have the following surjective homomorphism
WNpλq  CV pξ
λ
Nq CV ppξλNq q  D pq   1, λq .
In general, we have:
Proposition 3.3.3. If λ P P , N P Z¡0, there exists a surjective homomorphism
WNpλq D pq   1, λq .
Proof. If N ¥ λ, by (1.3.7) and (3.1.1)
WNpλq  W pλq  Dp1, λq,
and the statement follows from (3.1.2). If N   λ we have two cases. If N |λ the proof follows
from Theorem 3.3.2 and (3.1.2). Otherwise, define recursively pξλNq j  ppξλNq pj1qq . For
example, pξλNq 2 is the partition ppξλNq q . We claim there exists j such that the partition
pξλNq
 j has at most one part different from q   1, hence by Corollary 3.3.1 yields the
following isomorphism
CV ppξλNq
 jq  Dpq   1, λq
and, by (3.3.1), we have
WNpλq  CV pξ
λ
Nq CV ppξλNq q CV ppξλNq 2q . . . CV ppξλNq jq  D pq   1, λq .
To prove the above claim we proceed by induction on N , the number of non zero parts
of ξλN . If N  1, we consider j  0 and ξλN is such partition. Assume the result for all
partitions ξλk with k   N . If q ¡ m :
Z
N  p
2
^
then
pξλNq
 m  ppq   1qp m, qNp2m, q mq,
hence if N  p is even, take j  m, otherwise take j  m  1
If q ¤ m, then
pξλNq
 q  ppq   1qp m, qNp2qq
has N  q parts. The induction hypothesis applies to pξλNq q implies that there exists `
such that ppξλNq qq ` has at most one part different from q   1. Take j  q   ` and we
have our statement.
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Now, we will study the partition pξλNq. First, consider N   λ and p  N  2
in which case we have pξλNq  ppq   1qN2q PPλ2q. In this case, by Corollary 3.3.1 and
(3.3.1), we have the following injective homomorphism
τpN1qqD pq   1, λ 2qq  τpN1qqCV ppξλNqq ãÑ CV ppξλNqq  WNpλq.
If p  N  3, pξλNq  ppq   1qN3, qq P Pλ2q and we get the following injective
homomorphism
τpN1qqD pq   1, λ 2qq  τpN1qqCV ppξλNqq ãÑ CV ppξλNqq  WNpλq.
In general, we have:
Proposition 3.3.4. If λ P P , λ  N P Z¡0, there exists an injective homomorphism
τmjDpq   1, µq ãÑ WNpλq,
for some mj P Z¥0 and µ P P , µ ¤ λ.
Proof. If N ¡ λ the proof follows from (1.3.7) and (3.1.1). Suppose N   λ. If p  N  1
the statement follows from Theorem 3.3.2. Then, assume set 0   p   N  1 and define
pξλNq
j  ppξλNq
pj1qq recursively. Note that, in this case, the first element ξj1 of the
partition pξλNqj is q   1, for any j which the corresponding partition has at least two
entries q. Moreover, in this case, each time that we add 1 to j, two q entries become 0.
Hence, the partition pξλNqj is pλ 2jqq-compatible. Now, observe that:
(i) if N  p is even, there exists j such that N  p  2j and pξλNqj  ppq   1qpq and,
hence, by Corollary 3.3.1,
CV ppξλNq
jq  Dpq   1, λ 2jqq.
(ii) if N  p is odd, there exists j such that N  p  2j   1 and pξλNqj  ppq   1qp, qq,
hence by Corollary 3.3.1
CV ppξλNq
jq  Dpq   1, λ 2jqq.
Thus, by (3.3.1), for j 
Z
N  p
2
^
we have
τmjD pq   1, λ 2jqq  τmjCV ppξλNqjq ãÑ . . . ãÑ τm1CV ppξλNqq ãÑ CV pξλNq  WNpλq.
This completes the proof.
We will see below that WNpλq is not a Demazure module for all other values of
p which are not included in the Theorem 3.3.2. The following was proved in [15, Theorem
3.3].
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Theorem 3.3.5. Let ξ PPλ for some λ P P . Then, CV pξq admits a level-` Demazure
flag if and only if ` ¥ ξ1. In particular, Dp`, λq admits a level-`1 Demazure flag if and only
if `1 ¥ `.
Proof. Set ξ  pξ1 ¥    ¥ ξs ¡ 0q PPλ. Consider ` ¥ ξ1 and proceed by induction on s.
If s  1, then CV pξq  V pλq and our induction starts. Assume that we have proved the
result for all partitions with at most ps 1q parts. The hypothesis applies to ξ, and if
we consider ` ¥ ξ 1 , we see that τs1CV pξq and CV pξ q both have a Demazure flag of
level `, and by (3.1.4), CV pξq has a Demazure flag of level `. Now, if `   ξ 1 , i.e., `  ξ1
and ξ1  ξs1, hence ξ  pξs11 , ξsq, then CV pξq  Dp`, λq and there is nothing to prove.
On the other hand, if CV pξq has a Demazure flag of level ` then Dp`, µq is a quotient of
CV pξq for some µ P P  and since hvξ  λvξ for vξ P pCV pξqqλ then µ  λ. It remains to
show that ` ¥ ξ1. By (2.2.6), px b tq1 
°
j¥2 ξjvξ  0 then px b tq1 
°
j¥2 ξjw  0, where w
is the generator of Dp`, µq. From the original definition of Demazure modules which we
mentioned in Remark 3.1.2, it follows
¸
j¥2
ξj ¥ λ ` and thus ` ¥ ξ1.
Together with (3.1.1), this theorem implies thatW pλq admits a level-`Demazure
flag for all ` ¥ 1. We have the following corollary of Theorems 1.6.2 and 3.3.5.
Corollary 3.3.6. The module WNpλq admits a level-` Demazure flag if and only if
` ¥
$&
%q, if N |λ,q   1, otherwise.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.5, CV pξλNq  WNpλq admits a level-` Demazure flag if and only if
` ¥ ξ1. But
(i) if N |λ then p  0 and ξλN  ppqqNq;
(ii) otherwise, if N does not divide λ then p  0 and ξλN  ppq   1qp, pqqNpq.
In light of (3.1.2), it follows that, in order to show thatWNpλq is not a Demazure
module for p  0, N  1, λ, it suffices to show that its level-pq   1q Demazure flag has
length bigger than 1. To see this, we will use the short exact sequence (3.3.1). Recall that
ξ  PPλ and ξ PPλ2ξl . (3.3.2)
One also easily checks that
ξ  ξλN and p  0, N  1 ñ ξ1  q   1. (3.3.3)
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Hence, the length of a level-pq   1q Demazure flag of CV pξq is the sum of lengths of
level-pq   1q Demazure flags of CV pξq, showing that WNpλq is not a Demazure module.
Example 3.3.7. If p  N  2  λ we have a length-2 flag:
0 Ñ Dpq   1, λ 2q, pN  1qqq Ñ WNpλq Ñ Dpq   1, λq Ñ 0.
Consider the case λ  4 and N  3, so p  q  1 and the above sequence becomes
0 Ñ V p2, 2q Ñ W3p4q Ñ Dp2, 4q Ñ 0.
One can check, using (3.3.1), that we have exact sequences
0 Ñ V p0, 2q Ñ Dp2, 4q Ñ Dp3, 4q Ñ 0 and 0 Ñ V p2, 1q Ñ Dp3, 4q Ñ V p4, 0q Ñ 0.
The grading series is described by
degree Dp2, 4q V p2, 2q
0 V p4q
1 V p2q
2 V p0q V p2q
This implies that socpDp2, 4qq  V p0, 2q and, using Lemma 3.2.4, we see that
socpW3p4qq  W3p4qr2s  V p2, 2q ` V p0, 2q.
This shows that, differently from the non truncated case, truncated Weyl modules may
have non simple socle. 
Example 3.3.8. If p  N  3  λ, the flag has length 2 or 3. To see this, observe that
ξ   ppq   1qN2, q, q  1q and ξ  ppq   1qN3, qq.
In particular, CV pξq  Dpq   1, λ 2qq. If q  1 (i.e., λ  2N  3), we have a length-2
flag:
0 Ñ Dp2, λ 2, N  1q Ñ WNpλq Ñ Dp2, λq Ñ 0.
Otherwise, one easily checks using Theorem 2.2.6 that CV pξ q has a length-2 flag:
0 Ñ Dpq   1, λ 2pq  1q, pN  1qpq  1qq Ñ CV pξ q Ñ Dpq   1, λq Ñ 0.

The following characterization of the truncated Weyl modules having a De-
mazure flag of length 2 is easily deduced from the computations of the above two examples.
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Proposition 3.3.9. Suppose p  0, N  1. The level-pq  1q Demazure flag of WNpλq has
length 2 if and only if either p  N  2  λ or p  N  3 and q  1.
Remark 3.3.10. By Lemma 3.2.5, since WNpλq obviously has a simple head, its radical
series coincides with its grading series. Example 3.3.7 shows that truncated Weyl modules
may not have simple socle, hence, Lemma 3.2.5 does not guarantee that the socle series
coincides with the grading series, but in this case they coincide.
Given a, b, ` P Z¥0, let
ξ`a,b  pp`  1qa, p`qbq PPλ`a,b , λ
`
a,b  `pa  bq   a,
and note that
ξλN  ξ
q
p,Np (3.3.4)
or, equivalently,
CV pξ`a,bq  Wa bpλ
`
a,bq.
In particular,
CV pξ`1N,0 q  CV pξ
`
0,Nq  Dp`,N`q  WNpN`q.
Given µ P P , consider the function
γ`a,bpµ, tq  rCV pξ
`
a,bq : Dp`  1, µqsptq.
Such functions were studied in [3, 15], but a full understanding is still not achieved. For
instance, it follows from [15] that
γ10,λpλ 2k, tq  rW pλq : Dp2, λ 2kqsptq  tkrλ{2s

tλ{2u
k

t
, (3.3.5)
for all 0 ¤ k ¤ λ, where 
m
k
ff
t

k1¹
j0
1 tmj
1 tkj for 0 ¤ k ¤ m.
Our next goal is to study the generating function
γqp,Nppµ, tq  rWNpλq : Dpq   1, µqsptq,
for λ  λqp,Np  qN   p, µ P P , N P Z¡0. It follows from Propositions 3.3.3 and 3.3.4
that
γqp,Nppλ, tq  1 and γ
q
p,Nppµ, tq  0 if λ µ R 2Z¥0.
Also,
γqp,Nppµ, tq  δλ,µ if N ¡ λ or p  N  1,
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because in this case, by Theorem 3.3.2 WNpλq  Dpq   1, λq. Note that, for N  λ, we
have q  1 and p  0, hence (3.3.5) gives us a formula to compute γqp,Nppµ, tq. Let us
look at the other cases for which q  1, i.e., assume
N   λ   2N  1.
Note that, in this case, we have λ  N   p, p P t1, . . . , N  2u and
ξ  p2ppq, 1pNpqq.
More generally, let ξ PPλ be a partition of the form ξ  pp2qa, 1bq, with a  b  N .
Example 3.3.11. If a  0, by Corollary 3.3.1, CV pξq  Dp1, λq  W pλq, then by (3.3.5),
rCV pξq : Dp2, λqsptq 

tλ{2u
0

t
 1.
On the other hand, if a  0, we have ξ   pp2qa 1, 1b2q PPλ and ξ  pp2qa, 1b2q PPλ2.
We have the following equality:
rCV pξq : Dp2, µqsptq  rCV pξ q : Dp2, µqsptq   tpN1qξN rCV pξq : Dp2, µqsptq, (3.3.6)
equivalently
rCV pξ q : Dp2, µqsptq  rCV pξq : Dp2, µqsptq  tpN1qξN rCV pξq : Dp2, µqsptq.

For simplicity, we will write CV ppq   1qa, qbq instead of CV pξq P Pλ, where
ξ  ppq   1qa, qbq. Hence, by (3.3.6) we have
rCV p2a 1, 1b2q : Dp2, µqsptq  rCV p2a, 1bq : Dp2, µqsptqtpN1qξN rCV p2a, 1b2q : Dp2, µqsptq.
Thus, an induction on a shows that rCV pξq : Dp2, µqsptq can be written in terms of the
case a  0, namely, in terms of rDp1, λq, Dp2, µqsptq.
Example 3.3.12. If a  1, b ¥ 2, using (3.3.6) we have
rCV p2, 1bq : Dp2, µqsptq  rCV p1b 2q : Dp2, µqsptq  tb 1rCV p1bq : Dp2, µqsptq.

Example 3.3.13. If a  2, b ¥ 2, using (3.3.6) we have
rCV p22, 1bq : Dp2, µqsptq  rCV p2, 1b 2q : Dp2, µqsptq  tb 2rCV p2, 1bq : Dp2, µqsptq.
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In general, if a  0, b ¥ 2 and N  pa 1q   pb  2q  a  b  1,
rCV p2a, 1bq : Dp2, µqsptq  rCV p2a1, 1b 2q : Dp2, µqsptqtN1rCV p2a1, 1bq : Dp2, µqsptq.
Note that, if a  0 and b  0 or b  1, CV pξq  Dp2, λq and the length of level-2 Demazure
flag of CV pξq is one.
Henceforth, assume a ¡ 0. For b  0, 1, we have
γ1a,bpµ, tq  rDp2, 2a  bq : Dp2, µqsptq  δ2a b,µ.
Hence, we can assume b ¡ 2. In this case, it follows from Theorem 2.2.6
γ1a,bpµ, tq  γ
1
a1,b 2pµ, tq  t
a bγ1a1,bpµ, tq, (3.3.7)
which, combined with (3.3.5), gives a recursive procedure to compute γ1a,bpµ, tq. However,
one can use an approach producing a formula without minus signs, as we shall see next.
Given a partition ξ, let ξ be the partition obtained from ξ by removing its
largest part. In particular, if ξ PPλ, then
ξ PPλξ1 .
Note that, if a ¡ 0, then
pξ`a,bq
  ξ`a1,b (3.3.8)
The following equality was obtained in [15, Lemma 3.8]
rCV pξq : Dpξ1, µqsptq  t
λµ
2 rCV pξq : Dpξ1, µ ξ1qsptq. (3.3.9)
In particular,
rCV pξq : Dpξ1, µqsptq  0 if ξ1 ¡ µ.
Using (3.3.8) and iterating (3.3.9) we get
γ`a,bpµ, tq  t
a
2 pλ
`
a,bµq γ`0,bpµ ap`  1q, tq. (3.3.10)
In particular, (3.3.4) implies
rWNpλq : Dpq   1, µqsptq  t
p
2 pλµq rDpq, qpN  pqq : Dpq   1, µ ppq   1qqsptq.
Example 3.3.14. Given λ  4 and N  3, we have by (3.3.10):
γ11,2pλ 2k, tq  tkpγ10,2pλ 2pk   1q, tqq,
where k P t0, 1, 2u.
k  2 ñ γ11,2p0, tq  t2pγ10,2p2, tqq  0;
k  1 ñ γ11,2p2, tq  t1pγ10,2p0, tqq  t2;
k  0 ñ γ11,2p4, tq  1,
where the last equality in the second case is from (3.3.5). 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Example 3.3.15. Given λ  5 and N  4, we have by (3.3.10):
γ11,3pλ 2k, tq  tkpγ10,3pλ 2pk   1q, tqq,
where k P t0, 1, 2u.
k  2 ñ γ11,3p1, tq  t2pγ10,3p1, tqq  0;
k  1 ñ γ11,3p3, tq  t1pγ10,3p1, tqq  t3;
k  0 ñ γ11,3p5, tq  1,
where the last equality in the second case is from (3.3.5). 
Example 3.3.16. Given λ  6 and N  4, we have by (3.3.10):
γ12,2pλ 2k, tq  tkpγ11,2pλ 2pk   1q, tqq,
where k P t0, 1, 2, 3u.
k  3 ñ γ12,2p0, tq  t3pγ11,2p2, tqq  0;
k  2 ñ γ12,2p2, tq  t2pγ11,2p0, tqq  t2  t2pγ10,2p2, tqq  0;
k  1 ñ γ12,2p4, tq  t1pγ11,2p2, tqq  t  tpγ10,2p0, tqq  t3;
k  0 ñ γ12,2p6, tq  t0pγ11,2p4, tqq  1,
where the last two equalities in the cases are from (3.3.5). 
In view of (3.3.7), we have another formula for the particular case q  1 using
(3.3.10).
Proposition 3.3.17. Let λ, µ P P , µ  λ  2k for some k ¥ 0 and λ  N   p, with
0   p   N  1. Then,
rWNpλq : Dp2, µqsptq 
$'&
'%
tkrλ{2s

t 2Nλ2 u
k

t
, if k ¤
Z
2N  λ
2
^
,
0, otherwise.
Proof. By (3.3.10),
γ1p,Nppµ, tq  t
kpγ1p1,Nppλ 2pk   1q, tqq.
The idea of the proof is to iterate this formula. The process stops in two cases: when the
weight and the index of the truncation are the same, i.e., when we have γ10,λpµ, tq or when
the weight at position λ 2pk   1q is less than zero and, by definition, γ1p,Nppµ, tq  0.
Suppose that after the first step we still do not have either of the above situation. Then
γ1p,Nppµ, tq  t
kpγ1p1,Nppλ 2pk   1q, tqq
 tkptkγ1p2,Nppλ 2pk   2q, tqq.
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If we could continue this process indefinitely, we would have
γ1p,Nppµ, tq  t
jkpγ1pj,Nppλ 2pk   jqq, tqq,
where j is the number of steps that we iterate the formula. Note that because of our
conditions for the process to stop we have two situations to consider:
λ 2pk   jq   0 ô µ2   j or
λ 2j  N  j ô λN  j.
We can choose j such that one of the cases happens: either µ2   j and λN ¥ j or we
choose µ2 ¥ j  λN . If
µ
2   j then λ 2pk   jq   0, hence γ
1
p,Nppµ, tq  0.
On the other hand, if µ2 ¥ j  λN then λ 2j  N  j, hence
γ1p,Nppµ, tq  t
pλNqkpγ10,2Nλpλ 2pk   λNq, tqq
 tpλNqkpγ10,2Nλp2N  λ 2k, tqq
 tpλNqk

tkr
2Nλ
2 s

t 2Nλ2 u
k

t
	
 tpλN r
2Nλ
2 sqk

t 2Nλ2 u
k

t
 tkr
λ
2 s

t 2Nλ2 u
k

t
.
In summary, given λ P P , N P Z¡0, such that λ  N  q   p, with 0 ¤ p   N
and µ  λ 2k, with k P t0, . . . , tλ2 uu, we have the following:
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p q WNpλq γ
q
p,Nppµ, tq
0 q  Dpq, λq
0 1  Dp1, λq tkrλ{2s

tλ2 u
k

t
λ pñ N ¡ λq q  Dpq   1, λq δλ,µ
N  1 q  Dpq   1, λq δλ,µ
t1, . . . , N  2u q  t
λµ
2 pγqp1,Nppµ pq   1q, tqq
t1, . . . , N  2u 1 
$&
%t
krλ{2s

t 2Nλ2 u
k

t
, if k ¤ t2N  λ2 u,
0, otherwise.
() WNpλq is not a Demazure module, but it admits a level-pq   1q Demazure
flag.
Proposition 3.3.17 can be used to compute the length of the level-2 Demazure flag. Namely,
recall from [15, Section 3.8] that, for every partition ξ,
rCV pξq : Dp`, µqsptq  0 ñ |ξ|  2µ P 2Z¥0.
Then, if we consider the generating function
L`ξpx, tq 
t|ξ|{2u¸
k0
rCV pξq : Dp`, |ξ|  2kqsptq xk,
the length of the level-` Demazure flags of CV pξq is
L`ξ  L
`
ξp1, 1q.
In the case ξ  ξλN with λ and N as in Proposition 3.3.17, we get
L2ξ 
t 2Nλ2 u¸
k0

t2Nλ2 u
k


 2t 2Nλ2 u.
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3.4 Inclusions
In this section we will discuss the inclusions of truncated Weyl modules. In
the non truncated case, inclusions of local Weyl modules are almost always related with
stability of bases of W pλq, see [39, 40, 41]. It is not our propose here discuss about stability
of bases for WNpλq. Moreover, there are not so many results about bases for truncated
case, see for instance [2, 32]. Our proposal is to verify if there exist chains of inclusions of
truncated Weyl modules or in which cases it is possible to guarantee such existence. In
general, we obtain negative answers in the most of the cases. In [14], Chari and Pressley
produce monomials bases for local Weyl modules when g  sl2 which the construction
was extended for bases to the case g  slm in [12]. The main focus of [39, 40, 41] was to
investigate wheter these bases respect inclusions of local Weyl modules. The inclusions in
these papers were obtained from the identification of local Weyl modules as Demazure
modules. We do not use this approach here. Our main tools are Theorems 1.6.2 and 2.2.6.
Note that, for λ  λ1a,b and N  a  b, b  0, the exact sequence from Theorem
2.2.6 can be rewritten as
0 Ñ τN1WN1δp,N1pλ 2q Ñ WNpλq Ñ WN1pλq Ñ 0. (3.4.1)
This answers the question about inclusions of truncated Weyl modules when `  1.
Let λ P P . Note that, Theorem 2.2.6 together with Proposition 2.2.5 give us
the following inclusion
τλ1W pλ 2q ãÑ W pλq.
Combining this with (1.3.3), it follows that we have an exact sequence
0 Ñ τλ1W pλ 2q Ñ W pλq Ñ Wλ1pλq Ñ 0. (3.4.2)
In other words, if N  λ and N 1  N  1, the kernel of the projection (1.3.5) is, up to
grade shift, isomorphic to W pλ 2q  WN2pλ 2q and (3.4.2) can be rewritten as
0 Ñ τλ1Wλ2pλ 2q Ñ Wλpλq Ñ Wλ1pλq Ñ 0. (3.4.3)
Our next goal is two-fold. On one hand, we want to study the kernel of (1.3.5)
with N   λ, specially for N 1  N1. Note that (3.4.1) gives the answer of this special case
when N   λ   2N and it coincides with the case N  λ as seen in (3.4.3). Unfortunately,
as we shall see in Example 3.4.1, the kernel is not always a truncated Weyl module and,
in fact, may not even be a CV module. On the other hand, we want to study possible
inclusions of truncated Weyl modules. For instance, if λ  qN   p with 0 ¤ p   N as
before and, either p   N  1 or q  1, then Theorem 2.2.6 gives rise to the inclusion
τpN1qqWN2pλ 2qq ãÑ WNpλq.
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The corresponding quotient is a truncated Weyl module if and only if q  1 which is
(3.4.1) again. If q ¡ 1 and p  N  1, Theorem 2.2.6 does not give rise to an inclusion of
truncated Weyl modules, but a second application gives rise to the inclusion
τN2τpN1qqWN2pλ 2pq   1qq ãÑ WNpλq.
Denote by piN 1N the projection (1.3.5) and, for N 1  N 1, simplify the notation
and write piN . Note
piN
1
N  piN 1 1      piN1  piN for all N 1   N.
Moreover, (1.3.4) implies that
kerppiNq  Upnrtsqpx b tN1qwN
where wN P WNpλqλzt0u. From Lemma 1.4.1 and Remark 1.4.3 we have a surjective map
$N : τN1WNpλ 2q kerppiNq.
Let
δNpλq  dimpWNpλqq.
It follows from Theorems 1.6.2 and 2.2.6 that
δNpλq  pq   2qppq   1qNp.
Therefore, $N is an isomorphism if and only if
δNpλq  δNpλ 2q  δN1pλq. (3.4.4)
Note that
ξλ2N 
$&
%ppq   1q
pp2q, qpNp 2qq, if p ¥ 2,
pqpN2 pq, pq  1qp2pqq, if p  0, 1,
while
ξλN1  ppq   q
1   1qpp1q, pq   q1qpN1p1qq, 0 ¤ p1   N  1,
with p  q  q1pN  1q   p1. One can rewrite (3.4.4) in terms of the parameters q and p.
In particular, one can easily check that (3.4.4) is always satisfied for N  2, hence, we
have exact sequences
0 Ñ W2pλ 2q Ñ W2pλq Ñ W1pλq  V pλq Ñ 0.
For q  1 the lack of injectivity of $N follows from (3.4.1). Hence, we may assume q ¡ 1.
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Example 3.4.1. The smallest example of non injective$N happens with N  3 and λ  6.
One can easily check that (3.4.4) is not satisfied. Alternatively, note that W3p6q  Dp2, 6q
has simple socle. If $3 were injective, then it would contain a submodule isomorphic to
τ2W3p4q which does not have simple socle by Example 3.3.7. In fact, in this case, we see
that there exists a short exact sequence
0 Ñ V p0, 2q Ñ W3p4q $3ÝÑ kerppi3q Ñ 0
since
δ3p6q  δ2p6q  11 and δ3p4q  12.
We now explain why kerppi3q is not a CV module in this case. If it were, then kerppi3q
would be isomorphic to CV pξq with ξ being a partition of 4. However, using Theorem
2.2.6, one easily sees that dimpCV pξqq  11 for all such partitions.
The only inclusion of a truncated Weyl module in W3p6q comes from Theorem
2.2.6 which reads
0 Ñ τ2W1p2q Ñ W3p6q Ñ V pξq Ñ 0 with ξ  p3, 2, 1q.
In particular, socpW3p6qq  V p2, 0q  τ2W1p2q. 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